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Preface

The Austrian Robotics Workshop in Hall was a continuation and extension of an initiati-
ve that started in 2009 at RoboCup in Graz. The basic idea of this workshop is to bring 
together people working in the wide field of robotics in Austria and its neighbouring 
countries. Our Our objective is to provide a forum for researchers and companies and to 
stimulate new directions of research by forging links between different research groups. 
It was the intention that the topics of this workshop have been specified broadly, therefo-
re the contents in the contributions are manifold. They reach from robotics in medicine, 
contributions to performance of robots in the RoboCup, kinematics and dynamics up to 
machine learning and grasping problems. To stimulate robotics research and to support 
our young students in the field we also integrated a tutorial that provides an in-depth 
presentation on a relevant scientific topic – this year: “temporal and continuous plan-
ning“.

We hope that this workshop serves as an initiative to promote scientific research in the 
broad field of robotics, to stimulate exchange between the experts in and around Austria 
and to communicate our goals, visions and achievements to a broader audience through 
the public event “Nachmittag der Robotik”.

We are grateful to all the people who helped to organize this event, especially to the fabu-
lous team at the IACE/UMIT. Such a workshop would not be possible without the 
generous support of sponsors and partners. In particular, we want to thank our premium 
sponsors “National Instruments” and “Schunk” and the workshop partners “Standort-
agentur Tirol” and “Roboterwerk”.  Last but not least we appreciate the assistance of our 
Universities UMIT and Leopold Franzens University Innsbruck. Our host UMIT provi-
ded a great environment and the necessary support to realize this event.  

Manfred Husty  &  Michael Hofbaur 
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Autonomous Flight and Cooperative Control of

Multiple Micro Aerial Vehicles

Vijay Kumar 1

1Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics,
GRASP Laboratory, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA

kumar@grasp.upenn.edu

Abstract

The last decade has seen many exciting developments in the area of micro Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) that are between 0.1-0.5 meters in length and 0.1-0.5 kilograms in
mass. This talk will address the challenges in controlling quad rotor aircrafts in complex
environment and the planning and control problems underlying such cooperative tasks as
manipulation, transportation and assembly.

The first part of the talk will discuss the dynamics and control of quad rotors [1] and the
trajectory planning for maneuvering in complex, three-dimensional environments [2, 3].
The second segment will address the challenges of perception and state estimation using
onboard sensors and processors [4]. The third part of the talk will address applications
to cooperative transport of payloads[5, 6, 7, 8], grasping and lifting payloads [9], and
construction [10].

References

[1] N. Michael, D. Mellinger, Q. Lindsey, and V. Kumar, “The grasp multiple micro uav
testbed,” IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine, 2010.

[2] D. Mellinger, N. Michael, and V. Kumar, “Trajectory generation and control for
precise aggressive maneuvers with quadrotors,” in In Proceedings of the International
Symposium on Experimental Robotics, (Delhi, India), Dec 2010. To Appear.

[3] D. Mellinger and V. Kumar, “Minimum snap trajectory generation and control for
quadrotors,” in Proc. of the International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA 11), (Shanghai, China), May 2011.

[4] S. Shen, N. Michael, and V. Kumar, “3D estimation and control for autonomous
flight with constrained computation,” in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. Robot. Automat.,
(Shanghai, China), May 2011.

[5] Q. Jiang and V. Kumar, “The inverse kinematics of 3-d towing,” in Advances in
Robot Kinematics (J. Lenarcic and M. M. Stanisic, eds.), pp. 321–328, 2010.

[6] Q. Jiang and V. Kumar, “The direct kinematics of objects suspended from cables,,”
in Proceedings of the ASME IDETC/CIE Mechanisms and Robotics Conferenc, 2010.

[7] N. Michael, J. Fink, and V. Kumar, “Cooperative manipulation and transportation
with aerial robots,” Autonomous Robots, vol. 30, pp. 73–86, Jan. 2011.
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[8] J. Fink, N. Michael, S. Kim, and V. Kumar, “Planning and control for cooperative
manipulation and transportation with aerial robots,” The International Journal of
Robotics Research, vol. 30, March 2011.

[9] N. M. D. Melinger, M. Shomin and V. Kumar, “Cooperative grasping and trans-
port using multiple quadrotors,” in 10th International Symposium on Distributed
Autonomous Robots, (Lausanne, Switzerland), Springer, November 2010.

[10] Q. Lindsey, D. Mellinger, and V. Kumar, “Construction of cubic structures with
quadrotor teams,” in Robotics Science and Systems, (Los Angeles, CA), June 27 -
July 1 2011.
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Unmanned Air Vehicles 

Aerovironment Black 

Widow – 2.12 oz. 

BAE Systems 

Microstar – 3.0 oz. 

UCB Smart bird 

Aerovironment 

Pointer – 9.6 lb 

Boeing/ Insitu Scaneagle – 33 lb 

AAI Shadow 200 – 328 lb 

Boeing X-45A UCAV – 12,195 lb (est) 

Bell Eagle Eye – 2,250 lb  

Allied 

Aero.  

LADF 

3.8 lb 

U. Penn 

Piper 

cub 6 lb 

Gen. Atomics – Predator B – 7,000 lb 

Northrop-Grumman Global Hawk 25,600 lb 

UAV Weight !

0! 1! 10! 100! 1,000! 10,000! 100,000!

Micro Mini Tactical High Alt / UCAV Med Alt 

Stanford DFly 

Astec 

Hummingbird Huuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuummmmmmmmmmmmmmmingbir

Astec 

Pelican 

D. Pines, 2005 
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Micro Flyers are Game Changers! 

[Michael et al, 2009,  Fink et al, 2010] 

Explore!

Transport!

Assemble!

0 20 40 60 80

0.6

0.7

0.8

(
g
)

Time (s)

Feel/respond 
to forces!

5 

!+Control in Complex Environments 

!+3-D Perception, State Estimation and Mapping 

!+Networks of Aerial Robots 

!+Cooperative Manipulation and Transport 
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Quad Rotors 
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not explicitly 
controlled!!

Underactuated System 
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Control on SE(3) 
Specified trajectory 

σ(t) : [0, T ] → R3 × SO(2)

bx 

by 

bz 

f =
(
r̈des + Kveṙ + Kper + ge3

)
.Re3

t 
t 

Rdese3 =
t

‖t‖
ψ = ψdes

Rdes


 0

0
1




!des"

M = ω × Iω + I(−kReR − kωeω)

eR(Rdes, R)

11 

Convergence 
!+Large basin of attraction 

tr[I − (Rdes)T R] < 2 ‖eω(0)‖2 ≤
2

λmin(I)
kR

(
1 −

1

2
tr

[
I − (Rdes)T R

])
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Trajectory Planning 

σ(t) : [0, T ] → R3 × SO(2)

Constraints on state and input variables can 
be expressed as algebraic functions of the 
independent trajectory variables, $(t), and its 
derivatives 

13 

Trajectory Planning 

State/Input constraints 

f(rdes(t), ṙdes(t),Rdes(t), ωdes(t)) ≤ 0

Solve 

min
x={ri,ψi}

xT Qx + pT x

s.t. AT x ≤ b

Min. Snap Trajectory 

min
σ(t)

∫ T

0

(
α‖

....
r ‖2 + βα‖ψ̈‖2

)
dt

Parameterization 
rdes(t) =

n∑
i=0

ri ti

ψdes(t) =

m∑
i=0

ψi ti
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Minimum 
Snap 
Trajectories 

Mellinger and Kumar ICRA 2011 MMMMMMMMMMM lllll dddddddddd KKKK IIICCCCCCCCCCCCCCRRRRRAA

15 

Sequential 
Composition 
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Hover 

Trajectory 
Control 

SE(3) 

Attitude 
control 
SO(3) 
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2. Autonomous Flight  

Onboard State Estimation, Mapping and Control!

17 

On board sensing and 
localization 

Microsoft  
Kinect 

Hokuyu 
UTM-30
LX  

H

Shen et al, ICRA 2011!
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Autonomous Traversal of Multiple 
Floors of  a Building 

19 

Autonomous Exploration 

Goals for autonomous 

exploration 

Sparse free-space map 

Dense occupied-space 

map 

Information frontiers identified 

from sparse/dense maps and 

stochastic differential-equation 

update 
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Autonomous Exploration 

21 

3. Networks of Aerial Robots 
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Formation Flight 
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Formation error 
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Construction 

Lindsey et al RSS 2011 
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4. Cooperative Manipulation and 
Transport 

27 

Two Approaches 

27
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Algebraic geometry of 

coupler curves for four-

bar linkages shows up to 

12 possible real solutions  
[Michael et al, IDETC 2009] 

 Given the positions of 
the robots, find the 
possible poses of the 
suspended object. 

Direct Kinematics (planar case)  

29 

Three Robots: 10 Real Solutions for the 
Symmetric Case 

Suspended Payload 

The experimental results with three robots. 

x 3 

x 3 
x 3 
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Practical Considerations 

Minimum potential energy 

L!

L!

R!

L!

x 

y 

z 

= 

Can we find robot positions 
with a unique solution to the 
direct kinematics? 

31 

Guarantee 
uniqueness by 
relaxing equality 
constraints 

Reformulate direct 

kinematics as a SOCP 

L!
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R!

L!

x 

y 
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Guarantee SOCP solution satisfies fi,j=0 
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[Fink, et al, IJRR 2010] 
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J. Fink, N. Michael, S. Kim and V. Kumar, Cooperative Manipulation and 

Transportation with Aerial Robots, IJRR 2010 
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1

2

3
4

Cooperative Transport 

Contains weighting factors Function of grasp 

35 

With proper choice of weights … 

Can equally distribute load 

Minimizes inefficient isometric work 

Can minimize power-like function:  
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Increasing 

Only Forces 

Only Moments 

Combination of Forces 

and Moments 

Goal is to create net moment: 

37 

Cooperative Grasping and Lifting 

u∗ = arg min
u

{J|Au = w}, J =
∑

i

fT

i
Qfi
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Conclusion 

!+ Agile, small, aerial robots create new 
opportunities for robotics 

!+ SWaP constraints create challenges for 3-
D state estimation and mapping 

!+ Networks enable functionality beyond 
what can be achieved by individual robots 
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iRIS - Towards a Robotic Immune System

Dietmar Schreiner 1 Jens Knoop 1

1Institute of Computer Languages, Compilers and Languages Group
Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria

{schreiner,knoop}@complang.tuwien.ac.at

1 Introduction

Progress in robotics has led to complex autonomous robotic systems, fulfilling mission
critical tasks in safety critical environments. Besides classical robotic tasks in automation
and tele-operation, todays applications of robotic systems range from search and rescue,
over explorative deep see or space exploration, up to autonomous navigating of vehicles
in public areas. Unfortunately, increase in capabilities and thus complexity has also led
to a dramatic increase in possible faults that might manifest in errors. Even worse, by
applying robots with emerging behavior in non-deterministic real-world environments,
faults may be introduced from external sources. Consequently, fault testing has become
increasingly difficult. Both, software and hardware may fail or even break, and hence may
cause a mission failure, heavy damage, or even severe injuries and loss of lifes. The ability
of a robotic system to function in presence of such faults, so to become fault tolerant, is
a continuously growing area of research.

Our work meets this challenge by developing a mechanism for robotic systems that is
capable of detecting defects, selecting feasible counter measures, and hence keeping robots
in a sane and and consequently safe state. Inspired by biology, we conceptually build an
immune system [1] for a robot, which is able to detect anomalies, and which is able to
autonomously counter them by appropriate means.

2 Methodology

In terms of computer science, a biological immune system is a robust, multi-layered,
distributed system that is able to identify numerous pathogens. Its main responsibility is
to counter act harmful effects to keep the organism in a sane state. An artificial immune
system is meant to do exactly the same for computers and in our case robotic systems.
Harmful effects can be detected and can be overcome autonomously.

In [2] one bio-inspired algorithm, the negative selection algorithm, is described, which is
based on the detection of self from non-self. Dedicated immune cell types like lymphocytes
have receptors that allow them to bind to specific proteins. During maturation these cells
are ‘trained’ on proteins that are naturally present in the organism, the self-antigenes.
Lymphocytes which spuriously bind to self-antigenes are destroyed immediately (apopto-
sis). After reaching maturity, the trained cells are spread over the organism. If they bind
to a protein now, this is a clear indication of a non-self protein, a pathogen.

iRIS (innate Robotic Immune System) is structured in accordance to a biological immune
system: Within the organism (the robot), distributed autonomous light-weight processes,

- 22 -



Sane

T

H
Insane

Figure 1: Immune reaction to faulty component

so called T-processes, constantly monitor the system’s sanity via their receptors, e.g.,
software-sensors, execution monitors, or even hardware sensors. Antigenes are sequential
representations of specific states within the robot, and may be defined and classified
at development but also dynamically at run-time. Detection of non-self antigenes is
achieved in two ways: (i) T-processes undergo a process of maturation, which means
they are trained to detect self-antigenes on a running system. (ii) T-processes utilize
‘genetic knowledge’, represented by predefined rules and parameters. On detection of
a non-self antigene, T-processes activate H-processes, which are in charge of eliminating
anomalies (e.g., by restarting malfunctioning components of a robot, reinitializing affected
structures, or recalibrating sensors).

Figure 1 depicts the conceptual idea behind an iRIS immune reaction: It shows two
components, Sane and Insane, both exposing their associated antigene. As Insane is
malfunctioning, the T-process T detects this non-self behavior and notifies specialized H-
processes. One H-process finally docs at Insane’s maintenance interface to counter-act the
fault. In addition, our observations show that typical faults within robotic systems require
complex repair actions at distributed subsystems. For that reason, H-processes may emit
messenger antigenes to trigger additional repair activities at all affected subsystems.

Compared to existing work, iRIS covers aspects of autonomic computing like summarized
in [3]. It does reflective computation [4, 5] at run-time in a bio-inspired way, using
knowledge extracted from static analyses and system models at development and compile
time. A model driven development methodology as much as static analyses come to use
to extract the ‘genetic knowledge’ of iRIS. In addition, iRIS incorporates dynamic means
of machine learning, also inspired by natural immune systems, to cope with unforeseen
faults.

References

[1] J. D. Farmer, N. H. Packard, and A. S. Perelson, “The immune system, adaptation,
and machine learning,” Physica D: Nonlinear Phenomena, vol. 22, no. 1-3, pp. 187 –
204, 1986. Proceedings of the Fifth Annual International Conference.

[2] S. Forrest, A. S. Perelson, L. Allen, and R. Cherukuri, “Self-nonself discrimination
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[3] S. Dobson, R. Sterritt, P. Nixon, and M. Hinchey, “Fulfilling the vision of autonomic
computing,” Computer, vol. 43, no. 1, pp. 35 –41, 2010.

[4] P. Maes, “Concepts and experiments in computational reflection,” in OOPSLA,
pp. 147–155, 1987.

[5] M. Rodŕıguez, J.-C. Fabre, and J. Arlat, “Wrapping real-time systems from temporal
logic specifications,” in EDCC (F. G. 0002 and P. Thévenod-Fosse, eds.), vol. 2485 of
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pp. 253–270, Springer, 2002.
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iRIS - Towards a Robotic 
Immune System
Dietmar Schreiner :: Vienna University of Technology

Austrian Robotics Workshop, Hall, 23.-24.05.2011

What this talk is about...
Progress in robotics has opened the real world to robots

autonomous agents fulfilling mission critical tasks

�what if the robot fails?

interaction with real things and even humans 

�what if the robot fails?

Robots may suffer on damage (injuries) and insane 
internal states (illness).

 an immune system [1] counteracts illness :)

[1] J. D. Farmer et al., “The immune system, adaptation, and machine learning,” Proceedings of the Fifth Annual 
International Conference on Physica D: Nonlinear Phenomena, vol. 22, no. 1-3, 1986.
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Robots may either suffer on
faulty hardware
faulty software

� Our approach deals with software faults/errors
 (detection of hardware faults might be possible)

A robotic immune system should autonomously
i. detect anomalies (embedded system!)

ii. counter act (nondeterministic real world!)

iii. provide information to the overall system

...Robotic Immune Systems

Increased Dependability [2]
reliability (continuity of service)

� mission critical systems

� cost of ownership, maintenance 
safety (absence of catastrophic consequences)

� applicability to real world scenarios

� mass market
security (absence of unauthorized access)

What for?

[2] Avizienis et al.; „Basic concepts and taxonomy of dependable and secure computing“;  IEEE Transactions on 
Dependable and Secure Computing; IEEE; 2004
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Dependable Computing is well established and well 
known, but...

still ongoing research (e.g. DSN conference)

� self-* systems, autonomic computing [3]

� fault tolerance

Robots require even more attention on dependability
� system complexity, resource constraints
� operate in nondeterministic environment
� robots are part of the environment
� no exhaustive enumeration of failures 

Why need something new?

[3] Vassev, E.; Hinchey, M.; , "The Challenge of Developing Autonomic Systems," Computer , vol.43, no.12, pp.93-96, 
Dec. 2010

Mimic a biological immune system [4]

� can cope with unknown/new threats

� uses „static knowledge“ (genetic code)

� can dynamically adapt and focus (learning)

� concept is proven by evolution

Two main issues

� analyses (static and measurement based) for genetic 
knowledge

� machine learning techniques for adaption

Not covered (so far): counter measures

How & What

[4] A. Avizienis; „An Immune System Paradigm for the Design of Fault Tolerant Systems“; In Proceedings of the 4th 
European Dependable Computing Conference; LNCS, Springer; 2002
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The Biological Immune System
The Battle

(© 2001 Terese Winslow)

The Biological Immune System
Helper Cells - Self/Non-Self discrimination [5]

T-cells are trained on future targets

bone marrow produces T-cells

production in large quantities 

distinct receptors („randomized“)

immature T-cells are trained in the thymus

presentation of self-antigenes

elimination of „suiciders“ 

[5] S. Forrest, A. S. Perelson, L. Allen, and R. Cherukuri, “Self-nonself discriminationin a computer,” in Proceedings of 
the 1994 IEEE Symposium on Research in Security and Privacy, 1994
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The Biological Immune System
The Kindergarten - Self/Non-Self discrimination

create/evolve self-aware specialized detectors
�light weight
�dectector ∀ antigenes ∉ self (non exhaustive)

APC

Self Antigenes

T4

T4

The Biological Immune System
C08 cytoxic T-cell & Macrophages

T-cells are activated by APC

APC „eats“ non-self protein

APC exposes non-self antigen to T-cells  

Cytoxic T-cell

binds to non-self cell

emits cytoxines to kill non-self cell
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The Biological Immune System
C08 cytoxic T-cell & Macrophages

APC

Non-Self
Antigenes

TCT

Activation

TCT

Infected Cell

Cytoxines

iRIS - The innate Robotic Immune System

iRIS mimics a biological immune system
assume that antigenes are present in a robot
non-self antigen detectors
autonomous helpers
macrophages/cytoxic T-cells, maintenance units

iRIS utilizes static information (~genetic 
knowledge)
iRIS does machine learning
iRIS operates fully autonomous (at least in 
maturity state)
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iRIS - Internals
Antigenes

Antigenes: linearized results of
software sensors, hardware sensors
timed execution traces
(timed) memory cells

Static location of sensors is calculated by 
analyses 
� hot-spot identification
� critical sections
traces are gathered during maturation phase

iRIS - More Internals
T-processes & C-Messages

T-processes: ~ Helper T-Cells
lightweight processes that constantly monitor the 
systems flow

pattern detector for non-self antigene

„genetic knowledge“

trainable during maturation

C-Messages: ~ Cytokines
have to be injected into the core message pump of 
the robotic system architecture
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iRIS - Internals
APCs
APCs (Antigene Presenting Cells):

maturation phase
offers current (self) antigene strings to T-processes 
under taining
self-antigenes should be produced by a sane 
system

execution phase
processes that randomly insert known input into 
the IO chain
subsystem of each running component that 
exposes current antigene string

iRIS - Even more Internals
H-Processes

H-processes:  ~ C08 cytoxic T-cell, macrophages

process in charge of reestablishing sanity

sets corrective actions if requested by T-process

countermeasures typically are

� elimination of faulty processes, restart of faulty 
subsystems

� reinitialization of „poisoned“ memory 

� recalibration of faulty sensors/actuators
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iRIS Immune Reaction
Example

Sane

T

H

Insane

Testbed RoboCup

Austrian Kangaroos (SPL)
Vienna University of Technology
University of Applied Sciences Technikum Vienna

Current experiments
asynchronous message driven architecture
rudimentary implementation of iRIS (V0.1)

antigene
� timed execution traces
counter measures
� elimination of insane component
� memory cleanup
� restart of faulty component 
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To Summarize

We aim at more robust robots :)

tacle this goal at the robots software system

introduce a fully autonomous artificial immune 
system

genetic knowledge

machine learning

evaluate iRIS at real robots: our robotic soccer 
team, the Austrian Kangaroos
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Robust Robotics Using History-Based-Diagnosis in

IndiGolog∗

Máté Wolfram,Stephan Gspandl, Michael Reip, Gerald Steinbauer
Institute for Software Technology, Graz University of Technology,

8010 Graz, Austria
{mwolfram|sgspandl|mreip|gstein}@ist.tugraz.at

1 Introduction

Robust execution is one of the great challenges of high-level control of robots. As it is
impossible to anticipate all situations a robot might encounter, it must be able to detect
and cope with unexpected circumstances. Consider the mars rover [1] as an example of a
robot exploring an alien environment. High stakes demand that execution or perception
faults or unexpected exogenous events do not jeopardize the mission’s success.
We have thus implemented a belief management system for agents and robots which is
able to detect inconsistencies between the robot’s belief and reality and generate multiple
hypotheses to explain this discrepancy. The most likely is then adopted for immediate
operation, enabling the robot to continue its task. If this hypothesis turns out to be
wrong in the future course of action, the robot reconsiders its belief among the stored and
updated alternatives.

2 Robust Robotics

Our belief management system thus provides the necessary robustness for a robot to
deal with novel, error-prone scenarios. It is based on an adapted version of history-based
diagnosis implemented in the agent programming language IndiGolog [2], which is an pro-
gramming language on base of Reiter’s variation of the situation calculus [3]. The idea of
the situation calculus is that the world is changed only by (direct and exogenous) actions.
Thus, each situation a robot might be faced with, can be expressed by an initial situation
and an action sequence (also called history). Properties of the world are described by flu-
ents, i.e. predicates or functions on the situation. In order to determine how the world is
changed by action, successor state axioms have to be specified. IndiGolog provides a rich
set of imperative as well as non-deterministic constructs. It is up to the user whether she
wants to provide imperative programs or concentrate more on planning. For execution,
the program is interpreted step-by-step by transition semantics. The so-called temporal
projector is a key element of the interpreter as it maintains the agent’s belief (i.e. the set
of fluents describing a situation).
We implemented history-based diagnosis (HBD) [4] on the base of this temporal projec-
tor. In contrast to classical diagnosis the main principle here is not to determine what is
wrong but to explain what happened [5]. Whenever an observation is in contradiction to
the expectations, the robot’s belief is potentially in conflict with reality. Thus, diagnosis
candidates, i.e. alternative histories, are generated to remove this inconsistency. This is

∗The work has been partly funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) by grant P22690.
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done by a variation and an extension operator. Whereas the first exchanges actions in
the history with alternatives, the latter is concerned with adding exogenous actions to
the sequence.
We have deployed the belief management system on ROS (Robotic Operating System) [6]
using an IndiGolog environment controller and a ROS node connected via TCP/IP. Ac-
tions the IndiGolog control program decides to execute, are sent as commands to and
executed in a ROS ActionServer. In the case of a sensing action, the client unifies the
sensing request and returns the result as truth value.

3 Experiments

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of this approach, we have set up a real office
environment. IndiGolog with HBD extensions was connected to a Pioneer robot equipped
with a gripper to get hold of objects, a Sick laser scanner for localization and a camera for
object detection. Objects are recognized by AR (augmented reality) markers using the
ARToolKit. The robot was instructed to perform several delivery tasks, i.e. to navigate
to an object, transport it to a certain location and put it down. So as to test the belief
managing skills we induce three different common faults (execution faults 1 and 2, and
an exogenous event 3): (1) the object the robot is about to grasp is displaced within the
room, (2) the gripper’s release is blocked, and (3) the object is taken and put back to its
original position while the robot is transporting it.
In case (1) and (3) the robot detects that it did not acquire or has lost the object,
respectively, with the sensor information from a light barrier in the gripper. This means
that the robot observes that it’s not holding an object which is in contradiction to what
the successor state axiom for the grasping action implies (that the fluent holding should
be true). In case (2) the opposite happens: a successful put-down action should change
the world in a way that the robot is not holding an object anymore, but the sensor tells
it is.
As a consequence the robot’s belief managing system adapts the history. In case (1) and
(2) the actions executed are exchanged by variations labeling them as failed, whereas in
case (3) a new snatch-action is inserted, yielding the information that someone stole the
object the robot was transporting. The robot’s belief could thus be corrected in every
case and can continue to fulfill its task. This means that it makes another attempt to
locate and grasp (1) or putdown (2) the object, or tries to reacquire the object (3).

4 Conclusion and Outlook

Our first experiments demonstrate successfully that our belief managing robot is very
robust against unexpected faults in execution and sensing and changes in the environment.
In next experiments, we will even go beyond the faults as described and show the benefits
of history-based diagnosis in more complex settings.
In the future, we are interested in settings with multiple agents/robots and the diagnostic
problems arising from such scenarios. We will further focus on active diagnosis, i.e. the
generation of action sequences the robot can safely execute in order to improve hypothesis
discrimination.
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The natural enemies of dependability
H d F il

Execution Failures

Hardware Failures

Exogenous
Events

Environment Decision
Making

Incomplete/Wrong 
Knowledge

Sensing Failures

Software Failures
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Software Failures
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Simple Example
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IndiGolog

hi h l l t i d l i l• high-level agent programming and planning language
• based on the situation calculus [Reiter, KIA 01]

fl t t t ti f th ld• fluents to represent properties of the world
• actions to change the world
• situations (sequence of actions) to describe the world

• planning versus imperative programming
• on-line transition semantic: Trans(�,s,�’,s’) and Final(�,s)( ) ( )
• incorporates sensing and exogenous events
• available as complete control framework [Giacomo et. al, MAP 09]p
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4
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History-Based Diagnosis

b d th id “t l i h t t th• based on the idea “to explain what went wrong rather
then what is faulty” [Iwan, AICom 02]

a history is sufficient to describe the world• a history is sufficient to describe the world
• if an observation � contradicts a history h we look for an 

alternative consistent history h’alternative consistent history h
• alternative hypotheses are generated by

• variation of actions in s e g goto(A) instead of goto(C) sense(none)variation of actions in s, e.g. goto(A) instead of goto(C), sense(none)
• insertion of exogenous events, e.g. teleport(Calc,C)

• hypotheses are ranked based on the number of changes
• continue with a consistent hypothesis with few changes
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SystemSystem
Architecture

bi• combines
IndiGolog and 
HBDHBD

• high-level part in 
PrologProlog

• low-level part 
using ROSg
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Experimental Evaluation

i l d li t k• simple delivery task
• transport ARTK marked 

objects between roomsobjects between rooms
• inject various faults

l t if b t• evaluate if robot can recover
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Conclusion

� f lt i th ti d i i ti l� faults in the perception-decision-execution cycle
negatively affect dependability

� history based diagnosis can be used to detect and� history-based diagnosis can be used to detect and
repair such faults

� we integrate HBD as belief management tool in� we integrate HBD as belief management tool in
IndiGolog on a ROS-based robot system

� preliminary encouraging results in a delivery domain� preliminary encouraging results in a delivery domain

� complexity issues – many hypotheses will be� complexity issues – many hypotheses will be
generated

� automatic generation of the models

Gerald Steinbauer
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� automatic generation of the models
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Thank you!Thank you!
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(Still) open research questions to be solved in the

context of smart autonomous systems – Extended

abstract

Franz Wotawa 1

1Institute for Software Technology, TU Graz, 8010 Graz, Austria
wotawa@ist.tugraz.at

Mobile robots and more generally autonomous systems are more and more required to
fulfill tasks even in case of internal faults, misinterpretations caused by the perception
system, and unexpected external events. Moreover, some of the challenges, which pre-
vents from ordinary behavior, might not be foreseen when developing the system. As
a consequence such systems most likely fail when something happens that has not been
considered during development. Therefore, there is a strong need for providing methods
and tools that allow for creating smarter autonomous systems. In this paper we focus on
the use of model-based reasoning (MBR) [1] for adding advanced reasoning capabilities.
The idea of using MBR for this purpose is not new and we refer the interested reader to
the following publications [2, 3] and more recently [4]. In the following we outline the
underlying ideas and discuss open research questions..

SENSE PLAN ACT

E N V I R O N M E N T

MBR EngineModel

Figure 1: MBR enhanced control architec-
ture of smart autonomous systems

The main idea behind MBR is the use
of models for reasoning. For example, a
model that considers correctness or incor-
rectness of components can be used for di-
agnosis [1]. From a simplified point of view
an algorithm only needs to assign correct-
ness or incorrectness assumptions to com-
ponents in order to remove any inconsis-
tencies between the computed and the ob-
served behavior. In the context of smart
autonomous systems we have to change
the overall control architecture. Fig. 1 de-
picts the simplest robot control architec-
ture SENSE-PLAN-ACT enhanced with
an MBR engine that makes use of a model.
The original architecture obtains informa-
tion from the environment via sensors,
takes this information together with goal
information and computes a plan, and ex-
ecutes this plan step by step via its actu-
ators. In the enhanced architecture the MBR engine obtains the observations from the
sub components. These observations are used together with the system model to obtain
explanations of the current state of the system. In case where the observations are in line
with the model and thus the expected behavior the explanation would be that all system
parts work in a correct way. Otherwise, the reasoning engine would compute a minimal
cause of the misbehavior, which later can be used for repairing the system.

So, if the vision is to build smart autonomous systems that can react on events not con-
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sidered during development in an intelligent way, the following research questions have to
be tackled. First, the MBR approach heavily depends on the model used. It is generally
agreed that a model is ,,a simplified abstract view of the complex reality”1 and that ”..
models at best are approximations of the objects and systems that they represent..”2. Be-
cause of the underlying abstraction, which might be driven by the application domain, a
model can hardly reflect the whole reality and is therefore inherently false3. Consequently,
the expected outcome of the MBR approach, i.e., the extent to which a smart system can
react on undesired events, also depends on the underlying model. Hence, the first research
question is due to the providing a modeling methodology that allows for predicting the
capabilities of a smart system.

Second, there is a strong need not only to model hardware but also the software and
furthermore at least parts of the environment in order to increase the reasoning capabil-
ities. The necessity to capture the behavior of the software is increasing because more
and more functionality is implemented by means of a programming language. Modeling
software is despite the fact of some promising approaches, e.g., [5], still an open research
field. Third, the question of how to repair a system automatically once the root cause has
been identified is not solved in a general way. There is work in the context of the robot’s
driving unit [2] but there is to our knowledge no work that can be applied to other parts
like the software of a robots control system. Hence, research should focus also on provid-
ing a general repair methodology based on models. Finally, handling large models in an
effective way is also of great interest. In contrast to reasoning offline the MBR approach
used in autonomous mobile systems has to interact with a fast changing world. Therefore,
reasoning algorithms have to be improved. Alternatively reasoning with multiple models
using different kind of abstractions have to be considered in order to decrease reaction
time and to make the whole approach feasible.

When being successful in giving satisfactory answers to the mentioned research questions,
autonomous systems will be able to react on events in a smart and reasonable way and thus
increasing robustness and dependability. This is especially necessary in situations where
maintenance activities cannot be carried out. Moreover, dependability and robustness is
also an enabler for applications in areas where the total costs of ownership have to be
taken very seriously.
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(S#ll)	  open	  research	  
ques#ons	  to	  be	  solved	  in	  

the	  context	  of	  smart	  
autonomous	  systems	  

Franz	  Wotawa	  
Ins*tut	  für	  So2waretechnologie	  

TU	  Graz	  
wotawa@ist.tugraz.at!

„Ac#ve	  Belief	  Repair	  for	  Intelligent	  Autonomous	  Robots	  
(ABRIAR)“,	  Austrian	  Science	  Fund	  (FWF)	  project	  P22690	  

What	  is	  intelligence?	  

•  „A	  very	  general	  mental	  
capability	  that,	  among	  other	  
things,	  involves	  the	  ability	  to	  
reason,	  plan,	  solve	  problems,	  
think	  abstractly,	  comprehend	  
complex	  ideas,	  learn	  quickly	  
and	  learn	  from	  
experience.	  ....“	  	  

(from	  Mainstream	  Science	  on	  
Intelligence"	  (1994),	  an	  
editorial	  statement	  by	  fi2y-‐
two	  researchers)	  

2	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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•  „Judgment,	  otherwise	  called	  "good	  sense,"	  
"prac#cal	  sense,"	  "ini#a#ve,"	  the	  faculty	  of	  
adap#ng	  one's	  self	  to	  circumstances	  ...	  auto-‐
cri#que."	  (Alfred	  Binet)	  

•  „Goal-‐directed	  adap#ve	  behavior.“	  (Sternberg	  
&	  Salter)	  

3	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  

In	  order	  to	  build	  smart	  systems..	  

•  ..	  we	  need	  knoweldge	  representa*on!	  

• We	  need	  a	  model	  of	  the	  world	  from	  which	  we	  
solve	  problems	  directly!	  	  

4	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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What	  is	  the	  real	  challenge?	  

The	  robot	  sees	  the	  ball,	  but:	  

•  Is	  it	  really	  at	  the	  detected	  
	  	  	  posi*on?	  
•  Is	  it	  really	  a	  ball?	  
•  Does	  the	  ball	  exist?	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  (Ghost	  objects)	  
•  Are	  there	  any	  faults	  in	  the	  	  
	  	  	  robot’s	  system?	  

There	  is	  no	  ground	  truth	  

5	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  

Robot	  control	  systems	  

Sense Plan Act

Autonomous System / Robot

ENVIRONMENT

SENSE PLAN ACT

E N V I R O N M E N T

MBR EngineModel

6	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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A	  simple	  example	  

0	   1	   2	  
sensor	  

delay	  =	  3	  sec	  

delay	  =	  0,2	  sec	  

State	  ==	  0:	  
	   forward	  
	   if	  sensor	  then	  State	  =	  1	  
State	  ==	  1:	  
	   stop	  
	   wait	  for	  0,2	  sec	  
	   State	  =	  2	  
State	  ==	  2:	  
	   backward	  
	   wait	  for	  3	  sec	  
	   State	  =	  0	  

Simple	  robot	  (forward,	  
backward,	  sensor	  for	  
obstacle	  detec*on,	  wheel	  
encoder)	  

7	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  

The	  failure	  case	  

Where	  is	  the	  fault?	  

What	  are	  the	  problems?	  

	   Observa#ons	  only	  local!	  
	   	  

8	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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Modeling	  –	  Part	  1	  

0	   1	   2	  
sensor	  

delay	  =	  3	  sec	  

delay	  =	  0,2	  sec	  

OK(Motor)	  ∧	  fwd	  →	  motor_fwd.	  
OK(Motor)	  ∧	  bkw	  →	  motor_bkwd.	  
OK(Motor)	  ∧	  stop	  →	  motor_stop.	  
	  	  
OK(Control)	  ∧	  sensor	  →	  stop.	  
	  	  
sensor	  ∧	  not_sensor	  →	  ⊥	  .	  
	  	  
motor_fwd	  ∧sensor	  -‐>	  ⊥	  .	  
motor_bkwd	  ∧sensor	  -‐>	  ⊥	  .	  

Control	  knowledge	  

9	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  

Modeling	  –	  Part	  2	  

motor_fwd	  →	  wheel_rota*ng.	  
motor_bkwd	  →	  wheel_rota*ng.	  
motor_stop	  →	  not_wheel_rota*ng.	  
	  	  
wheel_rota*ng	  ∧	  not_wheel_rota*ng	  →	  ⊥	  .	  
	  	  
wheel_rota*ng	  →	  encoder_freq_not_null.	  
not_wheel_rota*ng	  →	  encoder_freq_null.	  
	  	  
encoder_freq_not_null	  ∧	  encoder_freq_null	  →	  ⊥	  .	  

Background	  knowledge	  

fwd.	  
OK(Sensor)	  →	  sensor.	  
OK(Encoder)	  →	  encoder_freq_not_null.	  

Observa#ons	  

10	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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Diagnosis	  

•  Diagnosis	  system	  (SD,	  COMP,	  OBS)	  

•  A	  set	  Δ	  ⊆	  COMP	  is	  a	  diagnosis	  iff	  
SD	  ∪	  OBS	  ∪	  {OK(C)	  |	  C	  ∈	  	  COMP	  \	  Δ}	  ∪	  	  
{	  ¬OK(C)	  |	  C	  ∈	  Δ}	  
is	  consistent	  (sa*sfiable)	  

•  Example:	  Motor	  and	  Sensor	  are	  diagnoses	  	  	  	  

11	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  

Applica#on	  1:	  SoSware	  diagnosis	  

	  	  	  Gerald	  Steinbauer,	  Mar*n	  Mörth,	  and	  Franz	  
Wotawa.	  Real-‐#me	  diagnosis	  and	  repair	  of	  
faults	  of	  robot	  control	  soLware.	  In	  
Proceedings	  of	  the	  Interna*onal	  RoboCup	  
Symposium.,	  Osaka,	  Japan,	  2005.	  

12	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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SoSware	  diagnosis	  at	  run#me	  	  

•  Robot	  control	  
system	  
– Iden*fy	  root	  
cause	  at	  
run*me	  using	  
monitoring	  and	  
dependency	  
analysis	  

– Restart	  
necessary	  
components	  

13	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  

Applica#on	  2:	  Adap#ve	  robot	  drive	  

	  	  	  	  M.	  Hosaur,	  J.	  Köb,	  G.	  Steinbauer,	  and	  F.	  
Wotawa,	  Improving	  robustness	  of	  mobile	  
robots	  using	  model-‐based	  reasoning,	  Journal	  
of	  intelligent	  &	  robo*c	  systems,	  vol.	  48,	  no.	  1,	  
pp.	  37–54,	  2007.	  

14	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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Self-‐Healing	  Systems	  

Video	  by	  Brandstöver,	  &	  Steinbauer,	  2007	  
15	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  

Applica#on	  3:	  Belief	  revision	  

	  	  	  	  	  J.	  Weber	  and	  F.	  Wotawa,	  Diagnosis	  and	  repair	  of	  dependent	  failures	  
in	  the	  control	  system	  of	  a	  mobile	  autonomous	  robot,	  Applied	  
intelligence,	  2008.	  

	  	  	  	  	  G.	  Steinbauer	  and	  F.	  Wotawa,	  Robust	  plan	  execu#on	  using	  model-‐
based	  reasoning,	  Advanced	  robo*cs,	  vol.	  23,	  no.	  10,	  pp.	  1315–
1326,	  2009.	  

	  	  	  	  	  Alexander	  Ferrein,	  Stephan	  Gspandl,	  Ingo	  Pill,	  Michael	  Reip,	  Gerald	  
Steinbauer	  and	  Alexander	  Ferrein,	  Belief	  Management	  for	  High-‐
Level	  Robot	  Programs,	  to	  appear	  Interna*onal	  Joint	  Conference	  on	  
Ar*ficial	  Intelligence,	  Barcelona,	  Spain,	  July,	  2011.	  	  

16	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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Automated	  repair	  

Video	  by	  Máté	  Wolfram,	  Michael	  Reip,	  Stephan	  Gspandl,	  2011	   17	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  

Conclusion	  

•  Smart	  systems	  are	  beyond	  simple	  diagnosis	  

•  Belief	  revision	  required	  

•  Modeling	  is	  the	  key!	  

•  Research	  ques*ons:	  

– Modeling,	  languages	  
– Efficient	  reasoning	  (with	  large	  models,distributed)	  
– Repair,	  Re-‐configura*on	  	  

18	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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Comparison	  
•  Model-‐based	  reasoning	  allows	  for:	  
– Compu*ng	  explana*ons	  directly	  
– Using	  discrepancies	  between	  O	  and	  expected	  values	  

SD	  System	  

OBS	   Expected	  
observa*ons	  

Explana*ons	  

•  Other	  approaches	  (rule-‐based	  systems,	  neural	  networks,	  
case-‐based	  reasoning,	  …)	  are	  specific	  for	  one	  applica*on.	  	  

19	  ARW	  2011,	  Innsbruck,	  May	  23rd	  
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Objects can be grasped in various ways. Depending on the scenario (object shape, grip-
per/hand, task objectives, . . . ), grasps that differ in object-relative pose may greatly differ
in their utility. In previous work [1, 2] we introduced the concept of grasp densities that
represent, for a given scenario, the distribution of successful, object-relative gripper poses

pX|O=success(x), (1)

a probability density function over the object-relative gripper poses, represented as a
random variable X in SE(3) = SO(3) × R3, given that the grasp outcome O is success.
Using maximum-likelihood reasoning, suitable grasps can be chosen according to this den-
sity, even if parts of the density are pruned by influences such as obstructions, kinematic
constraints, etc.

Grasp densities are designed to be learned empirically. In principle, a robot attemps to
grasp the object a large number of times using a wide variety of object-relative gripper
poses. Each successful grasp constitutes a data point drawn from the underlying grasp
density (1). In practice, for reasons of efficiency, attempted grasps should be chosen in an
informed manner [1]. For resampling and inference, samples are turned into a continuous
density by kernel density estimation.

Grasp densities can in principle be used with any kind of 3D object model and any
pose estimation algorithm. In our work, we primarily use them in conjunction with
our own, learnable, probabilistic object representation [3]. It allows object detection,
localization and pose estimation via probabilistic inference, and integrates seamlessly
with grasp densities. Figure 1 illustrates a grasp density learned for a toy object.

Figure 1: A toy pan, its 3D ECV representation [4], and a learned grasp density, repre-
sented as sample grasps drawn from it. Each paddle illustrates an object-relative gripper
pose with an associated uncertainty, as shown on the right.

In their original form, grasp densities are associated with an entire object model. There
is no explicit notion of contacts, or of which parts of the object a particular grasp is
associated with. The present work aims to identify such parts, which can subsequently
be used to hypothesize suitable grasps on previously unseen objects that possess similar
parts. Given a library L =

{
o(i)
}
i∈[1,N ]

of N known object models o = (ov, og) comprising

visual features ov and a grasp density og, we proceed as follows:
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1. Randomly segment a set of P object parts
{
p(i)
}
i∈[1,P ]

from L, comprising both

visual features and a local section of the grasp density (Fig. 2).

2. For each part p = (pv, pg), evaluate how well its visual model pv fits each of the other
visual models ov in L, and how well its grasp density pg predicts the local sections
of the grasp densities og associated with those models. This yields a generality
measure m(p, L) of part p with respect to the set of known objects L.

Figure 2: Parts p = (pv, pg) of different sizes extracted from the toy pan.

Let tx(·) denote a rigid transformation by x ∈ SE(3). The degree of match of a visual part
model pv to an object ov under an object-relative pose x is given by the cross-correlation

dv(x ; pv, ov) =

∫
pv(t

−1
x (y))ov(y) dy (2)

over the object-centered parameters y ∈ SE(3); likewise for the grasp models pg and og.
A part p now induces a grasp density h on a visual object model ov ∈ L as

h(x ; pv, pg, ov) =
1

Z

∫
dcv(y ; pv, ov)pg(t

−1
x (y)) dy, (3)

where Z is a normalizing factor, and c controls the trade-off between robust prediction and
generalization. Intuitively, the density h is computed as the weighted sum of all possible
alignments of pg, where the weights dv(y ; pv, ov) are computed from visual correlation (2).
The constant c controls the trade-off between robust prediction and generalization.

The ability of p to predict the grasping properties of o can be measured by the Bhat-
tacharyya distance f(p, o) =

∫ √
h(x ; pv, pg, ov)og(x) dx between h and og.

Finally, the generality of p with respect to the object library L is computed as

m(p, L) =
1

N − 1

∑
o∈Lp

f(p, o), (4)

where Lp is L minus the object from which p was segmented.

Highly-general parts thus identified can later be used to hypothesize grasps on novel
objects by transferring the grasp density of a matching part to the object. Moreover,
the set of all matching parts induces a first-guess approximation to a novel object’s grasp
density, which can subsequently be refined by performing grasps drawn from it.

Experimental results performed both in simulation and on a real robot suggest that parts
of intermediate size possess the highest potential to generalize, and demonstrate substan-
tially accelerated empirical acquisition of grasp densities if bootstrapped from previously-
learned parts.
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1 Introduction

A large CAVE (Cave Augmented Virtual Environment, 5x6x4 m) with the ”classical” feedback
modalities sound and vision (loudspeakers and projection screens) was augmented by a versa-
tile haptic interface capable of rendering sportive scenarios. The only robot type meeting the
requirements on workspace, velocity, producible wrench and applicability as man-machine in-
terface was a tendon-based haptic interface. In this interface, ropes from motorized winches are
guided via deflection units into the workspace where they are connected to the end effector in
parallel. By integrating the possibility to easily vary the transmission ratio of the single mo-
torized winches and to freely choose the position of the deflection units along the robot frame
structure, a versatile robotic system, the r3-system (reconfigurable rope robot), was created.

2 Setup - specific solutions for a user-cooperative rope robot

The r3-system contains ten motorized winches. The winch diameter can be chosen between 75
and 150 mm in order to adapt the transmission ratio [1]. A single axis has got a continuous pay-
load of up to 300 N, and, with the largest winch mounted, a velocity of 18 m/s can be reached.
In addition, the motors can be replaced by passive, energy-storing elements such as springs [2]
or counterweights.

The choice of sensors is important concerning the performance and safety of the robot: Position
sensors should provide a spatial resolution of 1.25 µm (at a sampling frequency of 4 kHz) to
render hard contacts properly [3]. Therefore, each axis comprises a 20-bit biss-encoder; in
addition, the motor angle is measured redundantly with an absolute analogue sensor for safety
reasons. Furthermore, each axis is equipped with a tensionmeter to monitor rope forces.

A high sampling frequency of about 1 kHz is suggested [4] in haptic rendering. We decided
to implement the digital communication protocol EtherCAT (Ethernet for Control Automation
Technology); this protocol has got the advantage of high scalability, i.e4. additional channels
can be added with little effort on hard- and software side, and it is implemented in motor drives
of several suppliers. As the analog signals are digitized by so-called EtherCAT-terminals (Beck-
hoff, Verl, Germany) near the sensors, the cable length of the analog sensors and, therefore,
disturbing signal noise is reduced to a minimum.
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3 Reconfigurable - but how to find a configuration?

To optimally exploit the reconfigurability of a robotic system, a fast and adaptable synthesis
method is required which determines feasible, application-specific configurations. Regarding
the r3-system, a possible configuration is composed of the positions of the rope deflection points
at the outer frame, the rope attachment points at the end effector, and the transmission (winch
diameter) of each axis.

Continuous synthesis approaches, e.g. interval-based global optimizations [5], were found to
be infeasible in our case due to their elevated computational time for multi-DOF (degrees of
freedom) applications. In addition, pose-dependent end-effector wrenches as they typically
occur in sport simulation are difficult to integrate in their formulation.

Therefore, the discrete synthesis approach found in the literature, e.g. [6, 7], were adapted
to our needs: Possible rope attachment points at the frame and the end effector as well as
the workspace and the possible wrench at the single poses are discretized. Consequently, it is
checked whether the single configurations can fulfill the requirements in all workspace points
and for all wrenches. This brute-force algorithm can be speeded up by different measures:
Infeasible points at the mounting frame can be excluded a priori (central projection of the user
or objects from the end-effector connection points on the mounting frame), the workspace is
checked stepwise (constant orientation WS, then limited-orientation WS, then total-orientation
WS), and the calculations can be distributed on multiple cores.

For user-cooperative applications where no fixed configuration can be found, the robot has to
be reconfigured online in such way that collision is always avoided, e.g. by actively moving the
deflection points. An algorithm was developed which calculates the distance between the user
and the ropes online. Therefore, the user’s position has to monitored, in our case with an optical
tracking system. The algorithm was tested in a simplified tennis application [1].

Figure 1: Three applications (rowing, 6D-platform, tennis) realized with the r3-system

4 Applications - control and performance bandwidth

So far, three application have been realized with the r3-system: A rowing simulator, a 6D load
platform, and a tennis trainer. In the rowing simulator, realistic, hydrodynamic 3D-forces at the
end of an oar can be rendered with peak forces up to 500 N. Supportive control strategies have
been implemented to assist the process of motor learning: a position controller which moves
the oar along a predefined trajectory, and a path controller which restricts the movement of the
oar to a virtual rail [8]. The 6D-platform with a payload of 150 kg is driven in position-control
mode by seven ropes and will be used for experiments in sleep research. The tennis trainer will
be used for motor-learning experiments. As in the rowing setup, multiple supportive controllers
are integrated. These three applications reflect the versatility of the r3-system.
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r3 – a user-cooperative
fi bl b treconfigurable rope robotreconfigurable rope robot

design, synthesis, and 
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design, synthesis, and 
li iapplicationsapplications
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Sensory-Motor Systems Lab, IRIS, ETH Zurich & 
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1

Spinal Cord Injury Center, University Clinic Balgrist, Zurich

Research focus at the SMS-LabResearch focus at the SMS-Lab

Basic research question
In which way can changes in the (virtual) environment provoke 
desired (motor) reactions of the human?

Results applicable to motor learning in sports and rehabilitation

2
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The M3-LabThe M3-Lab

A CAVE with multi-modal feedback

• 3 feedback modalities:

� auditory (loudspeakers)

visual (3 screens with� visual (3 screens with 
3D-projection)

haptic (haptic interface)� haptic (haptic interface)

• focus on sports and sleep 
research

5x6x4 m3

research

3

Requirements...Requirements...

... on a haptic display for sport simulation
• sampling frequency � 1kHz

-> high sensitivity of human tactile sense [Astley 2004]

• position resolution � 1.25μm
-> rendering of hard objects [Lawrence 2005]> rendering of hard objects [Lawrence 2005] 

• adaptable transmission ratio
> tennis: v = 37 5m/s; rowing: F = 800N-> tennis: vracket = 37.5m/s; rowing: Fhand,peak = 800N 

• backdrivability
( d ) l-> user-cooperative (impedance) control [Hogan 1985]

• high safety standards

4

g y
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Requirements...Requirements...

... on a haptic display for sport simulation

load/mass

XX

l k

tendon-based robot

5

velocity workspace

r3 – Reconfigurable Rope Robotr3 – Reconfigurable Rope Robot

Basic concept

deflection unit 1 (fixed force sensor)

deflection unit 2 (freely positionable) 

deflection unit 1 (fixed, force sensor)

6
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r3 – actuation unitr3 – actuation unit

AC brushless Safety brakeAC brushless
motor (1.5 kW)

Safety brake
(unblockable)

Analog wire
potentiometerpotentiometer

Drum
(exchangable)

BISS encoder
(20 bit)

Bearing
seats

7

(exchangable)(20 bit) seats

System integrationSystem integration

8
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3 applications realized in the M3-Lab3 applications realized in the M3-Lab

3D rowing simulator 6D bed platform3D rowing simulator 6D bed platform

tennis trainer

9

tennis trainer

Given a reconfigurable robot…Given a reconfigurable robot…

…how to find a task-specific robot
configuration?configuration?

„ …synthesis problem i.e. find what should be the 
geometry of the robot such that it satisfies some 
performance criteria ”performance criteria.

[Merlet]

…given:
• the geometry of the supportive frame structure

certain parameters of the end effector• certain parameters of the end effector

10
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SynthesisSynthesis

How to find a task-specific robot configuration?

Most important issues: 

p g

1. Safety
-> Collision between user/objects and robot (ropes) 

has to be avoided

2. Fulfillment of task requirementsq
-> Robot has to be capable of producing the 

necessary wrench in the required workspace

11

Pre-synthesisPre-synthesis

Offline collision detection

„ …pre-synthesis problem i.e. find the constraints of the 
robot geometry such that it collisions are avoided.”g y

12
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Pre-synthesisPre-synthesis

Offline collision detection – central projection

mounting area
trajectory

end effector

j y

object/user

13

Pre-synthesisPre-synthesis

Result for a rowing application

14
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The M3 rowing simulator - Video The M3 rowing simulator - Video 

15

The SomnomatThe Somnomat

A 6D platform for sleep research

• Research goal: effects of g
vestibular stimulation on sleep

• Method: bed platform with 6 DOFMethod: bed platform with 6 DOF

o translations: ± 0.5 m
o rotations: between 15° (long.o rotations: between 15 (long. 

body axis) and 30° (vert. axis)
o adaptable axes of rotation
o payload of 150 kg
o 7 actuation units

16
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SynthesisSynthesis

How to find a task-specific robot configuration?

Most important issues: 

p g

1. Safety
-> Collision between user/objects and robot (ropes) 

has to be avoided

2. Fulfillment of task requirementsq
-> Robot has to be capable of producing the 

necessary wrench in the required workspace

17

Synthesis for the SomnomatSynthesis for the Somnomat

Global optimization Discrete approaches
• simulated annealing, 

interval analysis, …
• variable or constant wrench

Interval analysis [Bruckmann2010]

• disadvantages: 
• disadvantages: 

• existence of holes,

+ parameter optimization using

g
• computaionally intensive
• meaningful weighting of 

optimization criteria

existence of holes, 
singularities,… not checked

18

+ parameter optimization using
simulated annealing

optimization criteria
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Stepwise discrete synthesisStepwise discrete synthesis

Step 1: generate all possible, point and axes-symmetric
obot config ations (24 444)robot configurations (24.444)

Step 2: verify limited constant-orientation workspace
(53 l ft)(53 left)

Step 3: calculate limited total-orientation workspace of 
i i fi d di l i (36 l f )remaining configs and sort accordingly to size (36 left)

Step 4: validate feasability (rope collisions,…) and 
workspace shape (13 left)

Step 5: calculate entire total-orientation workspace and 
evaluate shape of workspace

Step 6: optimization of configuration using simulated 

19
annealing

Configuration of the SomnomatConfiguration of the Somnomat

actuated ropes

counter-counter
weight 
ropes

20
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Reusability of software modulesReusability of software modules

Position control – basic scheme
• basis for several user-cooperative control strategies
• simplest assistive control strategy
• computed-torque PD controller in task space

21

Reusability of software modulesReusability of software modules

Position control – basic scheme
• basis for several user-cooperative control strategies
• simplest assistive control strategy
• computed-torque PD controller in task space

red specific for applicationred…specific for application
green…reusable

22
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Reusability of software modulesReusability of software modules

Position control – basic scheme
• basis for several user-cooperative control strategies
• simplest assistive control strategy
• computed-torque PD controller in task space

robot modelrobot model 
for the
Somnomat

23

Somnomat VideoSomnomat Video

24
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Tennis VideoTennis Video

25

ConclusionConclusion

• reconfigurable, tendon-based haptic 
interfaceinterface

• minimal interference with other displays
adaptable to tasks with highly versatile• adaptable to tasks with highly versatile 
requirements

• only minor adaptations of hardware• only minor adaptations of hardware 
and software for new applications

26
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FAMUOS: A Multi-UAV System for Aerial

Reconnaissance in Rescue Scenarios

M. Quaritsch, R. Kuschnig, V. Mersheeva, D. Wischounig-Strucl, S. Yahyanejad,
E. Yanmaz, G. Friedrich, H. Hellwagner, Ch. Bettstetter, B. Rinner

Alpen-Adria Universität Klagenfurt, 9020 Klagenfurt, Austria
markus.quaritsch@aau.at

1 Introduction

Small-scale unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have recently gained a lot of interest for var-
ious applications such as surveillance, environmental monitoring and emergency response
operations. These battery-powered and easy-to-steer aerial robots with less than 1 m in
diameter and about 1 kg in weight can be equipped with different sensors such as cameras
and thus promptly acquire aerial images.

This paper reports on FAMUOS (Fully Autonomous Multi-UAV Operation System), a
UAV system of the third generation where multiple networked UAVs act autonomously
and its application during a real-world fire service drill. The goal of our system is that
multiple UAVs cooperate and build an overview image of a defined area within minutes
and thus allow the first time responders to assess the situation and coordinate their forces.
We have developed a first prototype of our multi-UAV system and applied it in a real-
world, large-scale fire service drill.

2 FAMUOS: System Description

The goal of FAMUOS is to operate multiple UAVs as autonomous as possible so that a
single person can easily operate a set of five to ten UAVs. The user simply defines the
high-level tasks, i.e., the area to be covered by the overview image, and assigns certain
quality parameters such as the image resolution, update interval, etc. This is done through
a simple user interface where the user sketches the area of interest (cf. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 a).
Everything else is done by the system itself as outlined in the following.

The Mission Control on the ground station takes the high-level tasks defined by the user
and breaks it down into individual flight plans for the UAVs [1, 2, 3]. A flight plan basically
consists of a sequence of waypoints (in GPS world-coordinates) and according waypoint
actions such as set orientation or take picture. The UAV’s on-board Drone Control exe-
cutes these initial flight plan. Each UAV periodically reports its position to the ground
station for monitoring the mission status. The acquired images are pre-processed on-
board the UAV (assess image quality, extract image features, multi-resolution JPEG2000
encoding, etc.), annotated with certain meta-data and then sent to the ground station
for computing the overview picture [4, 5] which is displayed on the user interface (cf.
Fig. 2 b). Thus, the user is always aware of the current status of the mission execution.

Computing optimal plans for the individual UAVs is a computationally expensive task.
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On-board Control

On-board Planning

Sensing

UAV 3

Figure 1: System Architecture

(a) User interface with observation area
and planned routes.

(b) Part of the generated overview image and the UAV’s
flight trajectory.

Figure 2: Demonstration during fire service drill.

And in rescue situations time is an important factor. Thus, the mission control on the
ground station computes initial flight routes for every UAV which can be adopted during
mission execution either by sending updated plans from the ground station to the UAVs
or by the UAV’s on-board drone control. An adaptation of the flight routes may also be
required in case the Sensor Data Analysis unit—either on the ground station or on-board
the UAV—detects that certain areas need to be covered again (e.g., some already taken
images were discarded because of bad quality).

3 Aerial Support for Fire Fighters

We applied and demonstrated our multi-UAV system in practice during a large-scale,
real-world fire service drill with more than 10 fire brigades and about 400 fire fighters [6].
The assumption was that a railway car with dangerous goods (acid) is leaking. The UAVs
are used to assess the situation at first without bringing people’s life in danger. Thus,
high-resolution images of the affected area are required within minutes. After the primary
danger has been averted the UAVs have been used to monitor the progress of securing
the hazardous liquid by updating the overview image periodically.
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1 Introduction

In the early days of MiddleSizeLeague(MSL), commercial Robots were decent platforms
for the players. But within the last few years the league has reached an impressive level of
realism. Especially the machine vision and art artificial intelligence (AI) nowadays work
faster and more efficient, so they are able to handle a much more agile platform. This
on the other hand means that a capable hardware must be available. The first aim of
this paper is to describe the behavior of an omni-directional robot chassis, using just a
few geometrical and physical parameters. Based on this, some variants of configurations
will be presented which can optimize the robots road performance. It will be shown, that
there is no ideal configuration, it is rather that every task on the field has characteristic
requirements which are fulfilled by different configurations.

2 The Model

As an example an omni-directional robot with three 90 ◦Omni-wheels is used. As shown
in figure 1(a) these wheels have two characteristic directions, an active direction (ai) in
which the wheel can move by itself and a passive one (pi), in which it can move if so
forced by an other actuator. Based on this hardware a model is created, that simplifies
the whole vessel to a rigid structure with its whole mass concentrated in a single point,
located at its center of mass. The wheels are replaced by their effect, which is a variable
force along their active axis. There are two relevant effects to be modeled. First every
wheel can only produce a limited amount of propulsion, but only a part of this is used
to move the platform into the desired direction, the other part is compensated by an
other wheels force. On the other hand the load transmission between wheel and ground is
mainly based on friction, therefore the maximum force, one wheel can apply to the robot
depends on the wheel vertical force. While standing still, this force is a direct result of
gravity, but while acceleration the inert force can, depending on the exact location of the
mass centre point, increase or decrease the wheel vertical load on each wheel. Due to this
effect it is imaginable that exactly the wheels necessary to accelerate are unloaded. Using
kinematical relations as explained in [1] and basic mechanics, the behavior of chassis
can be simulated. Figure 1(b) shows the acceleration profile of a robot with a simple
symmetric configuration of the wheels.
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3 Task

If the strategies of a professional human soccer team are analyzed, it is obvious, that
there are different players performing different tasks. Each of them needs special abilities
to do his task well. The same situation can be observed in robot soccer. The optimal
drive for a robot player depends on it’s task on the field. Using the model, explained in
chapter two, one will be able to optimize the agility of a robot, according to these tasks.
In the following, two different types of players as well as their special requirements and
an example for an adapted kinematics will be presented. The goalkeeper Considering
the danger caused by high kicks, the keeper in this example is, unlike human soccer, not
allowed to leave the very vicinity of his goal. Therefore his main direction of movements
is lateral. Due to it’s small operation range, acceleration is even more important than
maximum speed. Based on this short analysis an acceleration profile as displayed in figure
1(c) will support the keepers game play pretty well. The configuration is characterized
by a very low center of mass and an orientation of the two front wheels, which is almost
lateral too. The attacker The attackers tactic in this second example is quite simple.
Using it’s superior speed, it will try to rush by the opposing defenders and force their
goalkeeper into a one vs. one situation. While approaching the goal it must always
handle the ball, so forward speed is critical. Rotation rate and lateral speed come second.
Since most of theses attacks will start in tackling situation, high acceleration will be as
important as high top speed. The proposed configuration shows an high acceleration in
forward direction, achieved by an adapted kinematics as seen in figure 1(d) and a center
of mass that is located very low and ahead of the robots center, in order to increase the
static load on the front wheels.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) has been taken from [2]. (b),(c),(d) were optained from simulation. The red
lines symbolize the active axis, while the black triangle marks the robot’s inertial position.
Starting from this point the platform can reach every position in the area bounded by the
blue line within the first second.

4 conclusion

The simulation presented in this paper uncovers great potential in taskspecific optimiza-
tion of robot chassis. Up to now there are no real platforms to proof these results, but
the next generation of MostlyHarmless MSL robots will be a platform capable of filling
this gap.
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Motivation 1

Krikkit III
Development of the drive
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Motivation 2

[1] Product Flyer Kuka- Youbot
[2] http://www.emreisch.de/html/kx_250.html
[3] http://www.nasa.gov/topics/technology/features/Rocky-7.html

Sewer Robot  „EMR-KMX250“ [2]

Kuka youBot[1]

NASA Lander „Rocky7“ [3]

Where is the difference?
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Parameters

� Location of the center of mass

�Location of the wheels

�Orientation of the wheels

�Friction
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Friction 1

Friction Force    =       Axial Force      x      Friction Coefficient
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Center of Mass:  Variation of first projection
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Case study
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Attacker

[5] Source:  ORF: http://sport.orf.at/stories/2059066/2059068/#top

� High Forward speed

�Low Lateral Speed

�Low rotation rate
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Man- Marking

� High Reverse speed

�Moderate Lateral Speed

�Moderate Rotation Rate
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1 Introduction

A constantly reoccurring issue within the design of a new Middle-Size robot is the con-
ception and development of a powerful kicking mechanism. Different shooting directions,
weight and controllability of the device are crucial for a profound, sustainable solution.
Engineers tend to incorporate previous approaches and their own technical background
into this process of decision making. This leads to a non-optimal weighting of boundary
conditions and ends in the dismissal of eventually revolutionary approaches. Due to this
issue it is essential not only to compare relevant data, but also maintain a well structured
view on the given task following the top down approach of information processing. Topics
like interdisciplinary thinking, safety considerations and most of all well-defined targets
play an important part in decision making. This paper gives an insight into the reasons
for the team’s decision to introduce a pneumatic solution to the kicking device of their
new generation of Middle-Size robots.

2 Boundary Conditions and Design

The design of the new generation robot is based on modularity. This enhances main-
tenance and enable the robot to be easily equipped with other service modules, to not
only beeing limited to soccer-based applications. This leads to a number of boundary
conditions:

• the module has to fit into the frame construction and cause as little stress on the
robot as possible

• all energy necessary except electrical power has to be stored on the kicking module

• high and flat kicking in the widest vertical and horizontal range

• kicking and passing

An important factor and basic criterion is the proper choice of actuators. They have to be
light-weighted, fast moving, easy to operate, reliable, affordable, safe to handle, small and
powerful. Subsequently the different possible solutions shall be presented and compared
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using a weight matrix, see [1]. In order to compare the different ideas in terms of kicking
velocity and energy consumption a basic reference value has to be stated.
In reality the kick can be described as a partially elastic collision between the hatch and
the ball. It is very hard to estimate both friction coefficients and the compression of the
ball. An idealized system is chosen to calculate the necessary boundary conditions, see
[2]. Keeping in mind that a kicking velocity of 10m/s is needed, this leads to a necessary
kicking force of approximately 450N and a total energy needed of 225J.

3 Design Approaches

In order to find the best suiting solution for our kicking mechanism, four different ap-
proaches were compared. The first idea deducted from the desire to have a safe, cheap
and most importantly easy to handle module. An all mechanical kicking device turned
out to be heavy, full of actuators and therefore too large. The flywheel system is able to
store mechanical energy and reduces the amount of electrical energy that facilitates the
use of smaller and cheaper batteries, see [3]. The advantages of a flywheel are the inde-
pendance from temperature and a high efficiency of energy storage, see [4]. The flywheel
concept requires to incorporate not only a clutch but also two different types of trans-
mission to achieve an adjustable kicking speed. Another important issue is the effects of
precession on the main robot structure caused by the flywheel, see [5]. In order to reduce
the number of actuators, an electrical coil with an iron plunger was evaluated. A lot of
RoboCup teams currently work with electrical solutions for their kicking devices. But due
to the high weight and safety considerations Mostly Harmless decided not to follow this
path. Finally the concept of a pneumatic kicking device was developed. It offers a lot of
different options on how to incorporate the actuators into the kicking mechanisms. It is
a safe, cheap and a well-controllable solution. In order to make the concept of a standard
pneumatic cylinder even more useful we introduce so-called fluidic muscles to the system,
see [6]. The outstanding feature of the muscle is its output of force. The muscle is able
to generate the same force as a comparable cylinder with only a tenth of the required
space and, due to its logarithmic characteristic of force over percentage of stroke, the
impact at the end of the actuator’s movement is minimized. Another important reason
why Mostly Harmless decided to use pneumatic solutions for the kicking device is the
interdisciplinary aspect of the RoboCup Middle Size. Mostly Harmless is convinced that
it is a core competence to have mechanical, electrical and software engineers work closely
together in order to achieve faster development and concerted solutions through continous
communication, exchange of ideas and mutual help.

4 Comparison and Conclusion

The implementation of a pneumatic kicking mechanism enables us to meet all given
internal and external requirements in terms of weight, space, effort to generate kicking
force, number of assisting actuators (main actuators not included), safety, time between
shots, controlling costs and the interdisciplinary aspect.
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Conception of a new design 

• Modular design 
• Low weight 
• Wide range of kicking possibilities 
• Controllability – repeatability 
• User safety 
• Interdisciplinary effects 

 

effect of double contact between hatch and ball 
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friction 

Locking mechanism main spring 

Mechanical Approach 

• Energy stored in spring 
• Large amount of actuators for  
     adjustable speed 
• Heavy  
• No electronical safety features 
• Low costs 
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Incorporating a flywheel 

• Fast spinning flywheel approach(50.000rpm)
• Transmission concept for force adjustment 
• Precession 
• Safety issues 
• Large weight due to housing 
 

 

Quelle: http://www.vyconenergy.com/pages/flywheeltech.htm 
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Electronical Approach 

• Magnetic coil with iron-polymer plunger 
• High current and voltage 
• User safety 
• Easy to set initial speed on ball
• Requires space 
• Weight depends on number of windings 
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Pneumatics 

• Standard cylinders and fluidic muscles 
• Easy to adjust speed 
• Incorporating Scuba diving equipment 
• High safety standards 
• Easy maintenance 
• Interdisciplinary effects 
 

 

Quelle: Festo AG www.festo.at 
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Conclusion 
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Design Features 
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Air Supply 

• Scuba diving gear to reduce weight  
     and increase safety 
• Tank to compensate bottle neck of air flow 
• Standardized industrial connectors and valves 
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Main Cylinder/Active Damping 

Sensors 
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Fluidic Muscles 
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Final Design 
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Thank you for your 
attention!  
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1 Introduction

One of the most basic actions in soccer is kicking the ball. It is therefore not very sur-
prising that this action also plays a big role in RoboCup soccer leagues. A wide variety
of kicking devices has been developed, for an overview see [1] and the references therein.
However, these devices usually only allow for one degree of freedom: the kicking strength.
Determining this variable for a particular desired target distance can easily be done by
doing a few training shots and fitting some low-order polynomial, as seen in [2].

Currently, the RoboCup Middle Size League (MSL) team Mostly Harmless is in the
process of developing a new robot hardware platform which also includes a new kick-
ing device. In contrast to the approach described above, this new device will include
three different kicking actuators, one in the center and two on each side. It is possible
to invoke each of these actuators separately, each with different power and with arbitrary
delay. The proper combination of actions/parameters will then both push and exert a
certain amount of spin on the ball, making it move in an arc. Finding these parameters,
however, is a big challenge. There are lots of quantities to consider that are hard or even
impossible to determine, like the friction coefficient between the ball and the kicking de-
vice. A completely different approach is provided in this paper, which is to use machine
learning techniques to learn the proper kicker parameters for a given situation.

2 Learning problem

In order to be able to learn proper kicker parameters, the task first has to be formulated as
a learning problem. Given a function b = f(a) that gives us the ball trajectory b resulting
from a certain action a, a policy π(a|s) shall be learned, that optimizes some quantity
derived from b. The state s, which is used by the policy to determine which action to per-
form, is a combination of the desired target and an optional obstacle that can potentially
block the path to the target, requiring shooting in an arc. The reward is then obtained by
taking the minimal distance of the ball to the target over the whole trajectory and trans-
forming that using an exponential function, i.e. an exact hit yields reward 1, and greater
distances yield exponentially smaller rewards. The goal is to have the policy maximize
this reward. The main challenge with this learning problem is the continous nature of the
state- and the action-space. In [4] a few solutions for this problem are described. The
state-space complexity is reduced via the use of function approximation by radial basis
functions (RBFs), an approch that has been shown to have good approximation qualities
[5]. The action space consists of power settings for the three different kicking actuators
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and timing delays between their activations. The policy πθ is then a linear combination of
the values of the basis function values for a particular state: πθ(a|s) = θT φ(s). To learn
the policy then simply means to learn the parameters θ = [θ1, . . . , θn]T .

3 Learning process

This policy is learned by means of reward-weighted regression as described in [6]. First, the
policy is initialized randomly. After a few trial shots (rollouts) are performed, a regression
step θ = (ΦT WΦ)−1ΦT WY is executed, where Φ contains the values of all RBFs from all
rollouts done so far, W is a diagonal matrix of the rewards and Y are the actions performed
in each rollout. The rewards themselves are transformed as described by Peters and Schaal
[6]. This has the effect of making the reward curve steeper or flatter, depending on how
many good samples have already been obtained. One important consideration is also to
use a stochastic policy during learning, so that the action-space is fully explored. Thus,
a small noise σπ is added during learning. The whole update step is repeated a few times
until a good policy has been learned.

4 Speeding up learning

One disadvantage of this approach is that it requires a lot of rollouts in the beginning
to learn basic facts like how to shoot towards the left or right. So far the policy was
initialized randomly and rollouts were then performed with this random approach, in the
hope that a few good hits are made from which to improve. A possibility to improve this
behavior is to initialize the policy with some heuristic that already models basic properties
that are known about the behavior of the system, so that it is more likely to get good
hits in the early rollouts. This approach has already been successfully used to speed up
SARSA(λ) in [7]. It requires a quite detailed knowledge of the task at hand, though, or
it will not speed up learning by much. A better way to speed up learning is to do some
pre-learning in a simulated environment, and reweighting that experience to count less
than experience made on the actual robot, but still contribute to the learning process.

5 Practical considerations

So far all experiments have been done in a simulation because the actual hardware is not
finished yet. However, the main consideration is the number of rollouts required to learn
the unknown dynamic properties of the shooting device. It is generally unfeasible if a
few thousand rollouts are required to learn the task, because each rollout requires a lot
more than just calculation time when carried out on an actual robot. In the experiments,
mediocre results were obtained after 900 rollouts. The quality of the results strongly
depends on the number and width of the RBFs and may still be improved by further
tweaking. Additionally, learning on the robot will always have a certain level of noise
in all signals, something which also has to be considered when doing the preliminary
evaluation of the learning algorithm to be used.
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1 Introduction
Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) is the task of building a map
given a sequence of images. The map is built by by a moving robot, which is simultane-
ously localized within it. Only few VSLAM systems showed that they are able to handle a
terrain of several thousand square meters and reconstruct a true-scale map with high ac-
curacy [1, 2]. In this paper, we propose a keyframe-based VSLAM system that estimates
the full 6 DoF pose of the robot together with a sparse reconstruction of the environment.
We tackle four basic problems of large-scale visual SLAM: (a) Accurate pose estimation
of keyframes, (b) reliable map extension trigger, (c) loop detection and correction, and
(d) handling of weakly textured environment. We evaluated our approach on two datasets
and compared our results against two state-of-the art approaches. We outperform them
by a factor of two with respect to accuracy while beeing real-time capable.

visual map point

synthetic map point

keyframe pose

visual odometry

dead-reckoning

Ct-1
Ct

Figure 1: Synthetic map points. If visual odometry fails, the camera is tracked by odom-
etry information. In that case, connectivity between keyframes is recovered by generating
synthetic map points in front of both keyframes and storing their reprojected positions
as image measurements for bundle adjustment.

2 Methodology
In any keyframe-based approach, accurate pose tracking in the already created map is
a key prerequisite for map extension. The camera is tracked by visual odometry using
active search [3] combined with patch-based correlation. However, active search may fail
if the camera motion changes rapidly and a grossly wrong pose is associated to a newly
created keyframe. To correct tracking errors before extending the map, we associate ev-
ery new keyframe Ct to existing map points using the stronger SURF descriptor [4] and
re-calculate the pose of Ct.
Further, a crucial point for keyframe based VSLAM is the decision when to extend the
map. We propose two rules: the first rule accounts for the distance between the last
keyframe and the current pose of the robot, whereas the second rule is based on the dis-
tribution of feature points in the current image. Assume R is a set of feature points in the

This work was supported within the Austrian Research Promotion Agencys (FFG) program: Research
Studios Austria Machine Vision Meets Mobility (#818633) and the Austrian Federal Ministry of Economy,
Family and Youth (bmwfj).
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current image found by active search for camera tracking. If the image area covered by
the convex hull of R is below a given threshold, map extension is triggered and the current
image becomes a new keyframe. We empirically determined a threshold of 40%. Because
of the incremental nature of SLAM, small errors sum up over time and cause a large
error. We compensate this error by applying appearance-based loop detection, followed
by loop optimization using bundle adjustment. Existing keyframes that have similar ap-
pearance to a new keyframe are identified by the vocabulary tree [5]. To prevent false
loop detections, we evaluate the neighborhood structure of the keyframes delivered by the
vocabulary tree
The third problem that limits the application of VSLAM systems is the absence of visual
features. We handle weakly textured terrain by incorporating non-visual sensor infor-
mation, e.g. delivered by an odometer, into the standard bundle adjustment framework
using synthetic map points (SMP). A SMP is a map point with a 3D position and a set
of virtual image measurements T . If we detect two keyframes Ct and Ct−1 that are not
connected by visual feature points, we randomly create a number of SMPs in front of Ct

and Ct−1 (see Figure 1). We reproject their positions into Ct and Ct−1 and store these
image measurements T for further bundle adjustment. The SMPs allows us to fall back
to odometry tracking in case of weakly textured area while preserving visual connectiv-
ity between keyframes. They also allow us to use highly optimized bundle adjustment
algorithms without explicit treatment of weakly connected keyframes.

3 Experiments
We evaluted our approach on two datasets: A hallway sequence that comprises four loops
of 69 m length each and a subsequence of the Rawseeds dataset [6] of 180 m length which
is characterized by long corridors with few visual features. On the hallway sequence, the
absolut trajectory error (ATE) compared to a laser based reconstruction [7], is 0.22 m. On
the Rawseeds datset,we achieve an accuracy of 0.55 m compared to groundtruth data. We
outperform two other VSLAM solutions based on EKF with ATE of 1.12 m and 2.55 m,
respectively. The reconstructed trajectories are shown in Figure 2.

4 Conclusion

We have shown that our system explores and navigates over a trajectory of more than
200m with an ATE below 1% even through completely untextured scenes. The incorpora-
tion of synthetic map points allows to add non-visual sensor information into the bundle
adjustment framework without changing existing, highly optimized implementations.
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Figure 2: Reconstructed trajectory of the Rawseeds sequence. The detail shows the
keyframes tracked by odometry (yellow) and the synthetic map points (green) added for
recovering connectivity.
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Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM)

� Build map while moving in unknown environment

� Localize within this map

� Camera
� Rich information

� Allows reconstruction of 3D information

� Robust, small, wide range of applications
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Challenges in Visual Robotic SLAM

� High accuracy
� Reliable map building

� Accurate pose estimation

� Handling of sensor uncertainty

� Loop detection

� True to scale
� Navigation

� Path planning

� Scalable

� Robustness
� Challenging environments (weak texture)
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Video 
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Outline

� Related Work
� EKF and bundle adjustment approaches

� Our Approach
� Workflow

� Localization & map extension

� Sensor fusion

� Experiments
� Our approach vs. Stereo PTAM 

� Conclusion & Outlook
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Related Work

� Extended-Kalman-Filter (EKF) approaches [1,2]

� Limited scalability

� Prone to measurement noise

� Geometric approaches (based on bundle adjustment) [3,4]

� Efficient for large problems

� Robust against noise

1) Davison, A. and Kita, N. Sequential localization and map-building for real-time computer vision and robotics,
Robotics and Autonomous Systems, 2001

2) Paz, M. et al., EKF SLAM updates in O(n) with Divide and Conquer SLAM, ICRA 2007
3) Triggs B. et al., Bundle Adjustment � a modern synthesis, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 2000
4) G. Klein and D. Murry. Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) for Small AR Workspace, ISMAR 2007
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Our Approach - Workflow
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Localization

� Predict camera position by motion model
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Localization

� Predict camera position by motion model

� Reproject map points
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Localization

� Predict camera position by motion model

� Reproject map points

� Guided matching using patch-based 
correlation (ZMSSD)
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Localization

� Predict camera position by motion model

� Reproject map points

� Guided matching using patch-based 
correlation (ZMSSD)

� Refine pose by minimizing the reprojection error 
(Iterative re-weighted LS)
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Map extension trigger

� Decide if we should extend the map by a new keyframe

� Two rules:
� Euclidean distance to the last keyframe

� Distribution of refound map points (during localization) in image
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Map Update

� Recap: Patch-based localization is fast but imprecise

� Refine camera pose before augmenting the map

� Matching between 2D-3D points using stronger SURF descriptor

� Triangulate new map points using stereo image pair

� Store new keyframe

� Refinement by sliding window bundle adjustment
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Loop Detection & Correction

Before Loop Correction

After Loop Correction
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Loop Detection & Correction

� Keyframes organized in vocabulary tree 

� Check nearest neighbors for loop closure

� Full Bundle Adjustment

Query Image  (Keyframe ID  102)

#KF ID  101 2   1   0    3

Vocabulary tree result:

[D. Nister et al. Scalable recognition with a vocabulary tree. CVPR, 2006]
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Sensor Fusion

� Visual SLAM breaks in absence of visual features

� Use other sensors (e.g. odometry) within traditional 
bundle adjustment framework
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Sensor Fusion

� Visual SLAM breaks in absence of visual features

� Use other sensors (e.g. odometry) within traditional 
bundle adjustment framework

Before Loop Correction After Loop Correction
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Sensor Fusion

� Idea: Re-connect weakly connected keyframes

� Synthetic map points
� Generate map points with arbitrary 3D position

� Reprojected image positions as measurement

� Perform traditional bundle adjustment

Before Loop Correction After Loop Correction
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Experiments - Datasets

� Two datasets, Stereo Camera
� Self-Recorded (ICG dataset)

� Indoor sequence 

� Loop of 70 m, driven four times in a row

� Well textured

� Groundtruth: Laser scanner SLAM approach

� Benchmark dataset (Rawseeds)

� Indoor sequence (loop of 180m)

� Wide Hallways, narrow corridors, not well textured

� Groundtruth is provided

� Experiments
� Our Approach vs. Stereo PTAM

ed
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Experiments - Result

� Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE)
� Remaining error after aligning estimated trajectory with Groundtruth trajectory

(least squares sense)

Dataset Method Trajectory
length [m]

Mean ATE 
[m]

Std. dev.
[m]

Map Points
per meter

Rawseeds Stereo PTAM 83.36 0.88 0.42 377

Our Approach 186.17 0.55 0.29 170

ICG 
Stereo PTAM 272.84 - - -

Our Approach 272.95 0.22 0.10 115
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Stereo PTAM

Our Approach
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Experiments � Comparison
Algorithm Mean ATE Std. dev. ATE

H-Trinocular1 2.55 1.14

CI-Stereo Graph1 1.12 0.51

Our Approach 0.55 0.29

1) Results available http://www.rawseeds.org
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Conclusion

� Stereo visual SLAM approach

� Optimized for indoor environments

� Sensor fusion in visual domain

� Accurate trajectory and map reconstruction

� Outperforms available stereo solutions
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Outlook

� Extension for SLAM in dynamic environments

� More robust Loop Detection
� self-similar structure

� Speeded-up loop correction 
� Graph-based optimization

� Probabilistic synthetic map points 
� Synthetic map point distribution encodes uncertainty of sensor
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Thank you
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The complexity of software systems in aviation is permanently increasing. This affects
the design of cockpit user interfaces as well as the development of autonomous systems.
Both fields have to deal with problems like mode confusion and situational awareness and
systems should therefore be developed in a way that guarantees safety by design. This
work introduces a development method for software systems which handles this problem
by utilizing formal methods. The resulting systems integrate the physical characteristics
of the utilized equipment as well as the operational modes that have to be implemented.
Based on that either user interfaces or autonomous systems can be built that can be
considered to be ”safe”.

Basically our concept relies on the abstraction of the aircraft as a hybrid system consisting
of both discrete and continuous state dynamics. Discrete state dynamics can be identified
by exploring the operational modes of the particular system and the mode switches that
are applicable by a human pilot or by system components like an autopilot. The contin-
uous state dynamics of the aircraft are defined by its aerodynamic properties. Typically
they are identified during the design and construction phase of the aircraft or via sophis-
ticated wind tunnel experiments and/or computer simulations. Our development concept
assumes that these methods are not applicable for every aircraft model that shall be sup-
ported by the introduced development methodology. Hence, we utilize a combination of
specific flight maneuvers and estimation methods to identify the relevant aerodynamic
coefficients of the continuous state dynamics. The introduced concept is applied on two
different projects in the field of aviation. The first one focuses on the landing phase of a
Touring Motor Glider (TMG) including the mode transitions required in case of a missed
approach. For the second project we apply the introduced model identification and de-
velopment method on a delta wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) equipped with an
autopilot. Thereby the introduced concept is used to calculate the safe flight envelope
during a Deep Stall Landing (DSL) maneuver. For this special landing maneuver the UAV
turns off thrust while the elevons are set to maximum inclination. This leads to a short
climb before the aircraft tilts forward and starts descent. After a short stabilization phase
a constant angle of descent is held while the velocity is relatively low until touchdown.

For both applications we utilize a simplified point mass model (see e.g. [1]) of the aircraft
and assume that just longitudinal forces have to be considered in order to guarantee a
safe landing. In order to achieve the relevant aerodynamic coefficients we use two specific
flight maneuvers that have to be applied with a variety of flight velocities. The first one
is a steady level flight that shall give a conclusion about the aircrafts lift coefficients.
The second maneuver requires zero thrust while a constant velocity is held during an
equilibrium gliding flight. This gives response about the drag coefficient of the utilized
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simplified aerodynamic model. Later on the results of the various flight maneuvers are
approximated by using a least squares method which estimates the general aerodynamic
coefficients for lift and drag. Furthermore the physical boundaries of the dimensions
that define the hybrid system are determined for each particular operational mode. In
our studies they were identified by constructional limitations and empirical knowledge
achieved during test flights.

Once the coefficients and bounds of the aerodynamic model are identified we apply reach-
ability analysis on the continuous linear time-invariant (LTI) dynamics of the hybrid
system. Thereby invariant regions within the system shall be identified that define the
safe flight envelopes for all considerable subsystems by using level set algorithms. Level
set methods have been introduced by Osher and Sethian in [2] and the toolbox utilized
during our studies was provided by [3]. In [4] and [5] it’s shown how this technique can
be used to model the different modes that have to be considered when a commercial
airliner initiates the Takeoff/Go-around (TO/GA) maneuver during landing phase. The
results of this analysis are multidimensional regions which will remain in a safe system
configuration as long as there are no user-initiated or system-initiated mode switches.
Typically the calculation of the various level sets is computationally expensive, especially
for a higher number of system dimensions. Several sophisticated methods like e.g. [6]
achieve complexity reduction in reachability analysis.

In order to transform this system representation into a concrete system design we create
a Discrete Event System (DES). This abstraction is based on the disjunctive regions and
intersections of the reachable sets within the hybrid system as well as those regions which
represent an unsafe system configuration. It can be used to model the operational modes
and transitions of the autopilot of an autonomous system. Thereby the development
process verifies that a particular system configuration cannot lead to another unsafe con-
figuration without a system-initiated mode switch that would explicitly produce this kind
of transition. So the system is designed in a way where all states that could lead to an
unsafe situation, e.g. when an UAV in landing phase could crash due to disadvantageous
mode switches, are clearly distinguished. The resulting DES can build the basis for a user
interface like it’s the case for the landing assistance system for general aviation aircraft.
For the automated landing maneuver of the UAV the discrete event system can be seen as
template for the operational modes of an autopilot during the landing maneuver. In both
cases it’s essential that the resulting system is based on discrete modes that go along with
the physical limitations of vehicle it is designed for. In case of developing pilot assistance
systems in general aviation it can be problematic that the generated DES is typically
complex and extensive. This would lead to a complex user interface that would eventu-
ally affect the pilot’s performance and situational awareness in a negative way. There are
several formal optimization methods for user interfaces in human-automation interaction
that can be applied in order to reduce a user interface to its minimally required extent.
The method introduced by Heymann and Degani (see [7]) generates a correct and suc-
cinct user interface by reducing its variety of states to the minimum necessary without
influencing the information content. Such kind of user interface optimization is especially
beneficial in the content of cockpit systems where human factors like situational awareness
and mode confusion play an essential role in most of the modern incidents and accidents
in aviation caused by handling errors (see e.g. [8]).
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� Unknown system state can lead to incidents

� Inconsistency causes mode confusion 

� Operational modes have to go along with physical constraints
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� Development methodology based on formal methods
(Claire Tomlin, Meeko Oishi and Ian Mitchell [1,2])

� Create systems that are „correct“ by design

� Integration of
� Physical capabilities

� Operational modes

� Results
� Correct and succinct user interfaces

� Design of autonomous systems

� User interfaces for General Aviation
� Reduce mode confusion (see [3])

� Enhance situational awareness

� Autopilot systems for Unmanned Aircraft
� Identify safe maneuvers

� Prevent uncontrollable system states
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� Determine physical model of the aircraft
� Parameters are identified analytically or by flight 

experiments

� Define safe flight envelope

� Model a hybrid system
� Combine discrete and continuous state dynamics

� Inputs: human, system, environment

� Use invariance-preserving abstraction technique
1. Identification and isolation of user-invariant subsystems

2. Abstraction of these state sets

� Reachability Analysis

� Level set methods (see [4,5])

3. Creation of a Discrete Event System (DES)

� Contains discrete transitions within the model

� Identifies transitions to unsafe configurations
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� Application of a formal reduction technique
(Asaf Degani and Michael Heymann [6])
� DES is reduced to the minimally required level of 

information

� Formal correctness is preserved

� System/User interface design presents a valid abstraction 
of the underlying system

� Implementation of a User Interface
� Validation against identified DES possible

� Correctness of human-automation interface is preserved

� Mode confusion is avoided

� Consideration of physical model improves situational awareness

� Design of an Autonomous System
� Number of operational modes is minimal

� Automated operations consider physical model
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Operational Modes

Physical Model
Reachability Analysis

Reduced DES

R

Hybrid 
System

State Bounds

Model Parameters

Autonomous
SystemUser Interface

� User interfaces in General Aviation
� Warning and alert systems

� Landing Approach

� No-fly zones

� Guidance

� Autonomous Aircraft
� Automated maneuvers

� Landing

� Navigation

� Collision Avoidance
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� Landing Assistance System for a Touring Motor Glider

� Automated Deep Stall Landing of a Delta Wing MAV

� Objectives
� Identify “safe” state sets for

� Completion of landing

� Initiation of TO/GA maneuver

� Aerodynamic Model [7] � Operational Modes
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� Model parameters = aerodynamic coefficients
� Constructional data

� Special flight maneuvers
� Steady level flight � Lift

� Equilibrium gliding flight � Drag

Lift Drag

� Results

Discrete Event System

� DES is template for correct and succinct user interface 

Reachable Sets
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� Special landing maneuver
1. Steady level flight
2. Maximum elevon inclination, engine off
3. Short stabilization phase
4. Stable decline with angle �

� Minimum height for
safe recovery (hr)

� Objectives
� Determine location to initiate maneuver

� Safe recovery maneuver possible?

� Aerodynamic Model [7] � Operational Modes
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� Parameter identification
� Constructional data

� Polar diagram

� Wing profile

� Consideration of post-stall conditions

DragLift Pitching moment

� Results
� 4D reachable state sets

� Velocity v, height h, flight path angle �� �����	
�	�����	������� r

� Discrete Event System for landing maneuver
� Template for autopilot system
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� Approach can be applied for various problems
� Physical model and operational modes have to be known

� User interfaces and automated systems can be reduced 
without losing formal correctness

� Difficulties
� Selection of adequate physical model

� Identification of model parameters

� Computational costs rise exponentially

� Calculation dimensions are difficult to configure

� Calculation of reachable sets for DSL of a MAV

� Test flights to verify calculated results

� Application of complexity reducing methods (see e.g. [8])

� Development of a Highway-in-the-Sky pilot guidance 
system
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Project: “Highway in the Sky – Pilot Assistance System”
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1 Introduction

Large scale manipulators deserve more and more attention. New standards require intense
automated testing. Integration tests at the field are for large machines, like cranes, very
expensive. To reduce costs, time and adaptational changes, the controller hardware is
utilized to execute integration tests. Using actual programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
require dynamic models of the cranes with a small footprint, which need to run in real-
time. The challenge lies in finding dynamic models for several different topologies of cranes
to minimize the effort of coding many different special types (Bickel [1]), see Fig. 1.

Abbildung 1: Three different cranes and their corresponding topologies.

2 Kinetics

Kinematical transformers (Kecskemethy [2], Schneider [3]) can help to generate multibody
dynamic systems for several different special crane topologies. As a basic model, classical

Abbildung 2: Kinetics structure of a complete crane model.
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dynamic equations for a robot model (Woernle [4], Husty et al. [5]) are derived using the
Lagrange method.

The complete kinematics chain consists of a hydraulic block, the kinematical transformers,
the robotic like dynamics model and the inverse dynamics model of a flexible rope, see
Fig. 2.

The hydraulic block includes a feed-back controller to track a desired velocity. The trans-
former block builds the key element. Several different kinematical transformers for diffe-
rent parallel kinematic chains are modeled (Eberharter et al. [6]). The left crane in Fig. 1
needs a 5R2P transformer, the middle one a 3RP transformer and the right one two
4R transformers (i.e. Koppel mechanisms). The implementation of the differential equa-
tions for the dynamics and hydraulics are implemented via the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
algorithm.

3 Simulation and Results

Simulational and experimental results are compared in Fig. 3. A simple rotational motion
via the slewing gear is performed as a test-motion. The different forms of the final sway
motion is due to the measurement of the rope angle, since gravitational sensors were used.

Abbildung 3: On the left side, the path for the tip of the boom (blue) and the hook (red)
of the model and on the right side, of a real crane.

Several different dynamic models of cranes were created utilizing only a few blockoriented
submodels, like kinematical transformers, for real time integration tests.
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2 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Why Multibody Dynamics?  

� Controller Settings (field work) 

� Algorithm Development (SIL) 

� Automated Testing (HIL) 

� Training (crane operator) 

� Failure – Analysis 
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� Integration of the model 
� Original crane control 

� Real time computation 

� CAN – bus 

� GUI 

3 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

General Overview 

PLC - Liebherr 
Crane Controller 

PLC 
Crane Model 
(inverse control) 

Input 
(Joystick) 

Grafical  
 Output 

(VRML) 
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4 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

One Model for all Cranes? 

� Topology 

� Kinematics 

� Hydraulics 

� Parameters 

� … 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
                         … not possible! 
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5 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Distinct Topologies for the Luffing Gear 

� Open and closed chains 

LHM CBB LR 

� Similar basic robotics structure 
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6 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Kinematics 

� Features 
� Coordinate transformations  

� Block oriented structure 

� Same mathematical description 
of the dynamics 

Topologie (LHM) Kinetics Kinematical 
Transformer 

Robotics - Model 
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7 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Block Oriented Crane Model 

M 

s 

F 

Hydraulics Transformer Robotics-
Model 

Cable-
Model 

Kinematics Dynamics 

φ 

r,v,a 

F 

� Hydraulics 
� Speed control 

 

� Kinematics 
� Kinematical transformer for luffing-joint kinematics 

 

� Kinetics 
� Dynamics of the crane (robotics model) 

� Dynamic model of the hoisting cable 

Controls Inverse Dynamics 
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8 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Transformer 

� Positions, speeds, accelerations, forces 

� Indirect/direct kinematics 

� Jacobian transformation 

� Dual prinziple 

� Example : CBB luffing gear 
 

Kinematical transformer 
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9 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Hydraulics 

� Luffing and slewing gear with similar structur 
 
� Feedback control 

� Consideration of gear 

� Dynamic behavior like PT2  

� Gravitation compensation included 

� Kept simple for real time application 
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10 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Kinetics of the Crane Model - Dynamics 

� Lagrangian method 2nd kind, 2nd form 

� Generalized forces (reaction forces for cable) 

� Damper for joint friction 

� Non-linear differential equations of 2nd order 

� solver: RKF 
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11 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Kinetics of the Cable – Inverse Dynamics 

� Features 
� Lagrange model 
� Inertia tensor 
� Torsion (MD) 
� Strain (Δl) 
� Friction 
� External forces (e.g. air, 

water) 

� n-fold physical 3D-
pendulum 

� solver: RKF 

 
Spherical joint 
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12 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Comparison 
Real crane Model 

Pump current 

Slewing angle 

Boom tip (blue) 

Hook position (red) 
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13 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

Conclusion 

Features 
� Distinct Topologies with simple block-oriented dynamic models 

� Kinematical transformers 

� Real time 

 

Advantages 
� To reduce field work testing 

� Software in the loop for algorithms 

� Hardware in the loop for nightly builds 
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14 Simulations for Large Scale Manipulators 

The Future needs Simulations! 
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1 Introduction

Steering an overhead crane with 5 degrees-of-freedom1 (DOF) to move loads from A to
B is a complex task, which is normally done by especially trained personal. This paper
extends work done on the crane’s real time control [1] [2] and [3] towards a visual servo
control system [4] [5] to realize a semi autonomous crane. Semi autonomous means in this
context that the system is aware of its environment and able to pick and place arbitrary
objects without collision. The key to realize such a system lies in the accurate visual
detection and the estimation of the crane’s hook trajectory.
An accurate estimate and prediction of the hook’s trajectory is essential to overcome time
delays of computer vision applications. These delays are caused due to different transport
protocols and the time needed to process the image data. In our show case the crane’s
real time control runs with a cycle time of 2ms, but the vision system is triggered by the
cameras frame rate (33ms) and has a constant latency due to the data transport. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows the involved components and the protocols used to transfer data between
them.
This paper presents a Monte Carlo localization (MCL) filter [6] to compensate false pos-
itives on the visual detection and to estimate the state of the crane’s physical model
including the free swinging conical pendulum [7]. Figure 1(b) top shows a distorted
camera image and the image below shows the same view undistorted with the projected
coordinate system, tracked path and the particles of the MCL.

Motors Sensors

xPC
CAN

CAN

Cameras

Vision PC

IEEE1394

Crane

UDP

UDP

Hook

(a) Block diagram of the system (b) Camera images with overlay

Figure 1: Crane with 5 DOF

1Crane with 5 DOF: The rotation around the rope was not counted
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2 Related Work and Set-Up

Different projects have dealt with the control of an overhead crane. The most relevant
work is [8] and [9] presenting a cable array robot and simulator equipped with cameras
but, unlike to our system, all DOFs where actuated.
The presented set-up uses cameras to determinate the hook’s position and obstacles in the
environment. Visual markers2 [8] also called fiducials are placed in the environment to
determine the camera extrinsic parameters automatically and to detect obstacles which
are currently simplified to boxes tagged with fiducials. The fast low-level control was
implemented in Matlab for an xPC which is able to control the system with an update
rate of 2ms. The vision system uses ROS [10] and ROS messages to connect the different
in- and outputs of the vision algorithm and camera driver. A special designed ROS
node manages the communicates with the xPC over simple UDP packages. The crane is
therefore able to steer around obstacles by using an A* algorithm [11] running on the xPC.
But the system relies on prior knowledge of the markers identity and needs to undergo
an initialization phase to ground the relative measurements of the system. The presented
detection and tracking algorithm will close the control loop and overcome measurement
errors caused during the initialization phase by calibrating the system automatically.

3 Hook detection and filter

The hook detection quality can be increased in two ways: by

Figure 2: Particles

increasing the visual detection quality and by increasing the
underlying motion model to track the current state of the
system. Object structure based computer vision algorithm
like [12] or [13] can be used to increase the detection quality
but they will also lead to a higher computational cost. The
idea is to use a simple color based blob detection algorithm
[14] and to increase the pose estimation by incorporating
the physical model in the filter used to track the systems
state. Tracking the system state using a particle filter will
additionally overcome typical false positives caused by the
color based detection algorithm. Figure 2 shows particles
around the hook pointing towards the estimated trajectory.
We can also see that the majority of particles are pointing
to the current moving direction of the hook.
The motion model used is based on the mathematics of a pendulum [7] and incorporates
the control commands generated by the low-level controller. A gaussian isotropic error is
assumed and modelled on the visual detection. This error function and the underlying
ROS framework allows to extend the system to multiple cameras to increase the accuracy
and to fill blind spots. The developed camera pose estimation node can also cope with
moving cameras as long as enough fiducials are in the cameras field of view.
In the future we will extend the work towards a better visual detection and towards
dealing with arbitrary obstacles within the environment. This will lead us to our final
goal: to place loads on moving objects and to initialize the system from an arbitrary
state.

2ARToolKit: http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/
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1 Introduction

Although humans are very skilled at manipulation and in spite the recent developments in
robotic manipulation, developing a robotic system that matches human hand dexterity is
still elusive. Imitation and learning from observation/demonstration research in robotics
aims at removing the burden of robot programming from experts by using human guidance
to teach the robot a given skill such as manipulation. The simplest method to transfer a
skill to a robot is to directly copy the motor commands of the demonstrator to the robot,
so called the motor tape approach [1], which is effective for open-loop tasks. However,
in general it is not possible to adopt this approach. First, motor commands may not be
available to the robot; even if available, the differences between the demonstrator and the
robot often render the motor commands useless for the robot. Another approach which is
commonly used is the so called direct teaching [2] where the robot behavior is shaped or
molded by directly moving the joints of the robot to obtain the desired behavior. Direct
teaching is not practical for complex tasks that may include non-negligible dynamics. An-
other alternative is the vision based imitation approach [3] where the motion of a human
demonstrator is mapped onto the kinematic structure of a robot. Current vision based
imitation systems may fail to fulfill the precision and robustness requirements of many
manipulation tasks as it is often not possible to accurately extract the finger configuration
of the demonstrator through computer vision. To sidestep the problems related to com-
puter vision, sophisticated motion capture systems can be deployed, which give accurate
human motion data. However, due to the different dynamical properties of the robot and
the human, the success of this approach heavily depends on the expert knowledge that
goes in the transformation that takes the human motion and maps it onto the robot.

A new paradigm for obtaining skilled robot behavior is to utilize an intuitive teleoperation
system where humans learn to control the robot joints to perform a given task [4]. Once
the human manages to control the robot and complete the desired task with it, the control
commands produced by the human-robot system during task execution can be used for
designing controllers that operate autonomously. This places the initial burden of learning
on the human instructor, but allows the robot to ultimately acquire the ability to perform
the target skill without human guidance.

In this talk, we report our progress on applying this paradigm to grasping using an
anthropomorphic robot arm (Mitsubishi PA-10, 7 DOF) and a humanoid robotic hand
(Gifu Hand III, Dainichi Co. Ltd., 16 DOF). For actuating the robot arm based on real-
time human movements, an inertial-ultrasonic motion tracking system (IS-600, Intersense
Inc.) is used to measure the position and orientation of the operatorś wrist and is mapped
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(a) Several frames from the generalized grasping execu-
tion on the real robot are shown.

(b) Approximation of the robot’s wrist po-
sition for different orientation of the mug.

to the robot’s wrist. For the robot hand, a fiber-optic based data glove (5DT Data
Glove, Fifth Dimension Technologies) which gives us the joint angles of the hand is used.
Mapping of the finger motion of the operator (as measured with the data glove) to the
robot finger motion is straightforward since the joint angles of the data glove are directly
measured. For testing and developing the real-time control of the robot system, we use
a simulator in which the user can dynamically interact with objects in a realistic way.
As might be expected, the skills obtained via human motor learning are first tested in
the simulator before being deployed on the robot for autonomous operation. The task
of the operator in the experiment is to perform grasp actions (reaching, grasping and
lifting) using his own body (arm and hand) where his/her body controls the motion of
the simulated robot arm and hand. The subject is instructed to grasp a virtual mug from
its handle in a natural fashion. This learning phase is slowed down by the lack of 3D
visual feedback, but the learning time is still quite short; after a few hours of practice
with the system, most users feel comfortable manipulating objects in the simulator.

For autonomous operation, based on the robot grasping obtained by the human operator,
an interpolation algorithm is used to generate reaching and grasping motion for arbitrary
object orientations. An example of a grasp using the real robotic system is shown in Fig.
1(a). Moreover, we were able to discover interesting features of the grasps generated by
the human using the robot as an extension of the body, albeit the different kinematics of
the robot. The data indicates that the human operator positioned the robot wrist on a
line as the orientation of the handle was rotated in fixed increments. This is interesting
as one could expect that the position of the wrist would follow the radial change in the
handle orientation. The linear wrist positioning strategy could be beneficial since it helps
to decouple the control of position and orientation of the hand, thereby reducing the
dimensionality of the control problem.
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1 Introduction

This paper gives an overview of the EU FP7 project LOCOBOT. Besides presenting the
outline of the main concept and the scientific objectives we will give an overview of the
first results. LOCOBOT creates a tool-kit for low-cost robot assistants built from a set of
plug-and-produce kinematic modules with compliant, but precise actuators and intelligent
sensing for man-machine cooperation. These scenario-driven systems are socially accepted
by the worker. The tool-kit will provide higher flexibility, adaptivity and scalability that
are all required to enable greener, more customized and high quality products. Particu-
larly the automotive industry will benefit from LOCOBOT by having a robot assistant
that can be quickly reconfigured in terms of its kinematic structure as well as its tasks.
This allows them to make manual production processes much more efficient, to quickly
up-scale a production process if required and to improve working conditions by reducing
the need to lift heavy objects (such as wheel hub drives for the e-vehicle). Technologically
we have to address three major objectives:

• Modular plug-and-produce robotic assistant platform: The robot will consist of a set
of kinematic modules built upon a mobile platform. The single modules have to be
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lightweight and compliant to enable safe cooperation with humans. Furthermore the
modules have to be mechanically standardized to allow the configuration of different
kinematic structures. Simple electrical and software interface have to support a
quick and easy re-configuration.

• Re-configuration and adaptive control for P&P components: The key objective
is to avoid time-consuming reprogramming and setup of control algorithms and
software. Control algorithms need to be adaptive and self-optimizing to account for
the different kinematic structures, to deal with oscillations induced by the mobile
platform and to achieve precise positioning despite ”soft” and compliant modules.
The modules will be virtually assembled and the whole kinematic structure will be
pre-programmed for a given task. This will be based on simulation tools that include
not only the robot but also the environment and human workers. The results will
be an automatically generated code that can be downloaded to the robot.

• Intelligent sensing and actuating structures: Not all the uncertainties of the real
world can be covered by the simulation. Consequently, the robot will be equipped
with a stereo camera system and audio components to acquire and process audio-
visual information. This will be required for the robot to learn and to cooperate
with human workers.

In this paper we want to present the first results of a model based engineering approach
to enable setting up and configuring modular robot co-workers quickly. We have adopted
a model driven approach for the domain-specific design of Industrial Automation and
Control systems, the so-called MEDEIA approach, which is described in [1]. A modeling
language and component modules has been defined that are capable to describe the LO-
COBOT plug and produce components in a comprehensive way. The goal was to describe
a LOCOBOT plug and produce component from mechanical, electrical, control, docu-
mentation and simulation perspective and their interaction semantic which is denoted as
virtual component. Each virtual component contains also information about the usage
of the corresponding module. The proposed component description covers both, hard-
ware and software related issues. The hardware description contains the description of
the physical layout of the components and the computing hardware (i.e. the execution
control system which executes the adaptive control algorithm). The software description
covers the behavior description (i.e. the adaptive control algorithms) and the module
description (i.e. physical description of the module) as well as the description of the used
software platform (i.e. used real-time operating system, runtime environment, implemen-
tation language, etc. for the execution of the adaptive control algorithms). Having the
LOCOBOT toolkit available, the aim is to have the following engineering steps in a user
friendly way:

• Modeling an high level workflow using the available plug and produce components

• Early simulation and iterative workflow optimization (tuning the configuration de-
tails, feedback via simulation)

• Physical configuration of hardware components due to acquired simulation knowl-
edge

• Generation of the supervisory control source code for coordination of service com-
ponents.
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• Individual component startup (e.g. individual calibration tasks) to get ready for
starting the system.

The supervisory control is responsible for coordinating service components by initiating
requests and distributing relevant information to listener components and by observing the
component states and to gather context information which influences the further workflow
execution (e.g. additional workflow sequences for pose correction tasks, for human robot
interaction, for obstacle situation). To get the workflow simulation as realistic as possible,
the supervisory control can be generated at first for simulation stubs and later for the
real world targets. Not only the supervisory control can be tested with the simulation but
also the results of the real service components can be used/visualized in the simulation
environment.
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Project Consortium 
• Profactor GmbH 

(co-ordinator) 
• Audi AG 
• Festo AG 
• FerRobotics Compliant Robot 

Technology GmbH 
• Hochschule Ingolstadt 
• Politecnico di Milano 
• University of Edinburgh 

Heriot-Watt University 
• Ridgeback sas 
• Visual Components  

 
 
 

LOCOBOT - Consortium 
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Consortium 
• Profactor GmbH   project coordinator, system integration,  

    3d object recognition, manip. path planning 
• Audi AG   specifications end user scenarios, background 

    information 
• FerRobotics Compliant  re-configureable modular compliant robots 

Robot Technology GmbH  
• Festo AG   automation components, e.g. gripper 
• Hochschule Ingolstadt safety component and ERP component
• Politecnico di Milano mobile platform and appropriate nav. system 
• University of Edinburgh interaction interpretation for human machine 

Heriot-Watt University interaction (gestures, commands) 
• Ridgeback sas  usability and work psychology, acceptance 
• Visual Components  simulation software 

 

LOCOBOT – main responsibilites  
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Creates a tool-kit for low-cost robot assistants built from a set of 
plug-and-produce kinematic modules with compliant, but precise 
actuators and intelligent sensing for man-machine cooperation.  
These scenario-driven systems are socially accepted by the 
worker.  
The tool-kit will provide higher flexibility, adaptivity and scalability 
that are all required to enable customized and high quality 
products. 

LOCOBOT – main goals (1) 
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Toolkit for building low cost robot co-workers in assembly lines 
• Modular plug-and-produce robotic assistent platform 

� modular hardware for fast reconfiguration (FERRO, FESTO, POLIMI) 
� flexible software components useable for different scenarios (ALL) 

• Re-configuration and adaptive control  
� Component models („well defined services“ – functionality + behaviour) 
� Code generation out of workflow modelling (PROF) 

• Intelligent sensing and actuating structures 
� navigation system for mobile platform tasks (POLIMI) 
� Context awareness by sensors watching human activities (HWU, UEDIN) 
� Task space modelling by 3D object recognition (PROF) 
� Task space dependant collision-free path planning for grasping (PROF) 
� Safety aspects and system linked to Audi‘s ERP system (FHI) 

LOCOBOT – main goals (2) 
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Non-disclosure agreement ! 
• Mobile platform will look quite different !  
• Additional sensors mounted on the platform ! 
• Arbitrary task was chosen for this presentation .. 

 
 
 

Early hardware-sketch  
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(1) Identification of tasks benefiting from robotic assistents 
• E.g.: prevent human workers from bending down and lifting heavy weights 

Having LOCOBOT finished .. 
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(2a) Use hardware components available in simulation toolbox 
• Configure appropriate robot, task-specific kinematics 
• Hardware has to fulfill task-specific requirements (reachability, weights, 

gripper capabilities,..) 
 

Having LOCOBOT finished .. 

Toolbox of  
hardware  
components Task-specific 

configuration 
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(2b) Use simulation for task-specific considerations ! 
• add important coordinate frames,  
• check viewpoints of sensors, .. 

Having LOCOBOT finished .. 

Point of interests for pick-up  
(e.g. rough platform position) 

Point of interests for hand-over 
(e.g. tcp/part position) 
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(3) Modelling the high-level workflow using the configured 
hardware models, point of interests, coordinate frames, .. 
• Toolbox of Service Commands available 

Having LOCOBOT finished .. 

Navigate Platform to Pick-Up Pos. 

Move Manipulator to Scan-Pos. 

Perform Object Recognition 

Perform Pickup Planning 

Perform Pickup Execution 

Navigate to Hand-Over Position 

Wait for human permission 

Toolbox of  
Software  
Services:  
i.e. 
available  
commands 
 
for workflow  
modelling 
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(4) Generation of supervisory control  
• Code generation based on component models 
• 4DIAC - http://www.fordiac.org/ 

 

Having LOCOBOT finished .. 

Service  
Configuration 

FB Network  
for Workflow 

Behaviour of 
one service 
component 
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(5) Running the Locobot system in idealized simulation first 
• Optimizing important points 
• Optimizing mounting positions sensors,  
• …  
• Early preview of robotic co-worker and its behaviour:  

acceptance test -> optimization appearance, .. 
 
 

(6) GO for real world ! 
 

Having LOCOBOT finished .. 
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Code generation for IEC 61499 technology 
• Using FORTE runtime (open source, developed by PROF & TUV)  
• Using 4DIAC IDE (open source, dev. by PROF & TUV) for workflow 

modelling. 
• See http://www.fordiac.org/ for details ! 
• Using parts of MEDEIA for workflow generation (http://www.medeia.eu/) 

VIDEO:  
• 3D object pose recognition and manipulation path planning 
• @see example YouTube-Video: 

http://www.youtube.com/user/profactorgroup#p/u/1/24iTdqDpK1A 
� bin picking application 
� sensor technology = laser triangulation 
� 3D object recognition + manipulation planning + generated automation workflow 

 

Profactor‘s Existing Technology 
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Thanks for your attention! 

Contact Speaker  
DI(FH) Harald Bauer 
PROFACTOR GmbH 
Im Stadtgut A2 
4407 Steyr-Gleink, AUSTRIA 
+43 (0)7252 885-302 
harald.bauer@profactor.at 
www.profactor.at 

Contact  Co-ordinator 
Dr. Andreas Pichler 
PROFACTOR GmbH 
Im Stadtgut A2 
4407 Steyr-Gleink, AUSTRIA 
+43 (0)7252 885-306 
andreas.pichler@profactor.at  
www.profactor.at  
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Performance of a Service Robot as Surgical Assistant

Sebastian Klug 1, David Putzer 1, Michael Nogler 1

1Experimental Orthopedics, Innsbruck Medical University,
6020 Innsbruck, Austria

sebastian.klug@i-med.ac.at, david.putzer@i-med.ac.at,
michael.nogler@i-med.ac.at

1 Introduction

In industrial as well as in medical applications many of the manually performed tasks can
not be replaced by robot manipulators. But robots can assist human users in different
ways, by supporting their movements or acting as a

”
third hand“, and thus can ensure

a higher reliability. Many robotic system used in medical applications are either modi-
fied standard industrial robots [1, 2], working far under their performance optimum due
to safety restrictions or special developments tailored to a specific application lacking a
general applicability. A new generation of industrial robots optimized for assistant appli-
cations [3, 4] could open the field of medical assistants. In our ongoing project we want
to evaluate the general applicability of those service robots.

Many tasks of human assistants during surgery includes the retraction of soft tissue in
order to expose the wound. This task requires a constant force to retract the tissue
however a compliant adaption of position and force is necessary, since the patient will
often be moved during the surgery. Furthermore inaccurate retraction can lead to in-
juries in the squeezed tissue [5, 6]. Since the retraction during surgery variates in force
and displacement depending on the assistant and his fatigue a constant performance is
preferable.

In this study it was assessed if an actively adapting robotic manipulator can ensure a
more constant performance during the exemplary task of tissue retraction than a human
assistant.

Figure 1: LEFT) Typical setup of tissue retractors during hip surgery. RIGHT) Light
weight robot BioRob R© used in this study.
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2 Material and Methods

To identify the forces needed for tissue retraction, a series of 180 measurements in total on
three cadavers were carried out by the robot and three human subjects. The retractor was
equipped with a sensor array on both sides, in order to measure the retracting forces and
the applied forces on the handle. The data were collected over 2 min per measurement.

The 4-DOF robotic manipulator [4] used in this study is actuated via elastically coupled
drives which cause an low immanent impedance and a passive compliance. Each elastic
joint can be described by a differential equation of forth order. The robot used in this
study measures both the motor positions θi and the joint positions qi, so that the state
variables can be chosen as: (q q̇ θ θ̇), which has the advantage that only the first derivative
is needed. Using a sufficiently accurate dynamic model the desired motor position can be
calculated to linearize each joint around the current position. Therefore a linear controller
can be used to achieve a damped and exact motion.

3 Results

For both the robot and the human subjects a mean force of 16.5 N at the handle was
measured, corresponding to 214.9 N at the tissue due to the lever arm. For the human
subjects a significant (p < 0.01) reduction in average of about 20.8 N of the force was
shown. Further the variation of the applied force as well as the steepness of force reduction
increased significantly (p < 0.01) during the series of measurements, indicating the fatigue
of the measured person.

In contrast the robot manipulator showed an almost constant performance. During the
2 min measurements there was no significant reduction of the applied forces and also
almost no variation over the series of measurements. Even during external disturbances
(surgical activity) the fluctuations of the applied force were lower than those of the human
subjects.

4 Discussion

The experiments showed that even after a short period the performance of the actively
adapting manipulator was more accurate than that of a human assistant. Considering
that a normal surgery lasts at least ten times longer, during which the assistant has to
permanently retract the tissue, the constant performance of the robot manipulator is even
more significant.

Even though tissue retraction is just one assistant application during surgery, the superior
performance compared to human assistants shows the high potential of robotic assistants.
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Outline

• Requirements

• Service Robotics

• Orthopaedic Surgery

• Our robotic system

• Experimental Results
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Service Robotics

Industrial robots

• high accuracy

• heavy structure

• stiff actuation

• used strictly separated

from human users

Service robots

• direct interaction with

human user possible

• light weight design

• compliant actuation /

mechanic

3
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Service Robotics

Service robots

• direct interaction with

human user possible

• light weight design

• compliant actuation /

mechanic

3

Safety
Flexibility
Usability

Human-like performance
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Orthopedic Surgery

Robotic surgery - RoboDoc

4
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Orthopedic Surgery

Minimal invasive surgery

5
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BioRob

General design
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Motion dynamics

Dynamic of a stiff robot
(e.g. Spong 2006)

q = M(q)-1 ["m – C(q,q) q – G(q)]
.. . .

[ – 

q = M(q)-1 ["S – C(q,q) q – G(q)]

# = JM -1 ["m – "S]

                                       "S = ES (# – q)

.. . .

..
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– ]

Extension for an elastic robot
(DeLuca & Tomei 1996)
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Controller Structure
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Experiments

Manual teach-in
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Experiments

Playback
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Experiments

Retraction of soft tissue
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Experiments

Stable to external forces

12
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Conclusion & Outlook

• The general applicability of a service robot in medical 
applications were shown

• In a simulated surgical setup better results were shown 
according stability and repeatability compared with 
human assistants 

• Analysing the need and the possible tasks for a robotic 
assistive system

• Developing of a gripper system, combining with surgical 
navigation system

• Further assistive applications (e.g. hands-on milling)

13
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Self-motions of parallel manipulators
associated with flexible octahedra

Georg Nawratil
Vienna University of Technology, Institute of Discrete Mathematics and

Geometry, Wiedner Hauptsrasse 8-10/104, 1040 Vienna
nawratil@geometrie.tuwien.ac.at

1 Introduction

A Stewart Gough (SG) platform is a parallel manipulator consisting of a moving platform,
which is connected via six Spherical-Prismatical-Spherical (SPS) legs with the base. Moreover
a SG platform is called planar if the six platform anchor points mi (i = 1, . . . ,6) are located in
a plane and if the corresponding base anchor points Mi are coplanar as well (see Fig. 1a). Note
that a SG platform is controlled only by a variation of the six leg lengths (⇒ P-joints are active,
S-joints are passive). If all P-joints are locked, a SG platform is in general rigid in one of its
40 possible assembly modes (cf. HUSTY [1], DIETMAIER [2]). But, it can even be the case
that the manipulator can perform an n-parametric motion (n > 0), which is called self-motion.
Moreover, all self-motions of SG platforms are solutions to the famous Borel Bricard problem
(cf. BOREL [3], BRICARD [4], HUSTY [5], VOGLER [6]) which is still unsolved.

In this talk, which is subdivided into two parts (cf. Section 2 and 3), we discuss the connection
between self-motions of parallel manipulators and flexible octahedra (= spatial shape of the
octahedron can be changed continuously due to changes of its dihedral angles only.) The latter
are also associated with the name of BRICARD, as he firstly determined in [7] the three types of
flexible octahedra in the Euclidean 3-space. These so-called Bricard octahedra are as follows:

Type 1 All three pairs of opposite vertices are symmetric with respect to a common line.

Type 2 Two pairs of opposite vertices are symmetric with respect to a common plane, which
passes through the remaining two vertices.

Type 3 For a detailed discussion of this more complicated type we refer to STACHEL [8].

a) b)

M1 = M2
M3 = M4

M5 = M6

m5 = m4m1 = m6

m2 = m3

R

P3

P2P1

L

r2

r3

r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1

l3 l2

g

p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1p1
l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1

q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1q1

Figure 1: a) A special planar SG platform which is also known as the octahedral manipulator.
b) The substitution of l1 by p1 and q1 is illustrated for a TSSM with parallel rotary axes r1,r2.
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2 Self-motions of parallel manipulators of TSSM type

In the first part of the talk, we discuss self-motions of parallel manipulators of TSSM type
(Triangular Symmetric Simplified Manipulator), because they are probably of special interest
for the audience as they are very often used in practice. A TSSM consists of a platform, which
is connected via three Spherical-Prismatical-Rotational (SPR) legs l j ( j = 1,2,3) with the base
(see Fig. 1b), where the axes r j of the R-joints are coplanar. As we can replace each SPR
leg l j by two SPS legs p j and q j (as shown in Fig. 1b for j = 1) the determination of TSSM
self-motions can be traced back to those of planar 6-3 parallel manipulators of SG type.

In spite of all the work done on singularities of these manipulators (e.g. MERLET [9], DI-
GREGORIO [10], DOWNING ET. AL. [11], BEN-HORIN AND SHOHAM [12, 13]) a complete
classification of TSSM designs with self-motions was missing up to recent. The author closed
the gap in [14] and presents a listing of all TSSMs with self-motions within the talk. More-
over, we show that these TSSM designs are closely related with Bricard octahedra and flexible
octahedra with one vertex in the plane at infinity (see also NAWRATIL [15]).

3 Self-motions of parallel manipulators of SG type

Beside the self-motions of 6-3 parallel manipulators (cf. Section 2), there are only a few self-
motions of non-architecturally1 singular SG platforms known, as their computation is a very
complicated task. These self-motions are as follows: The first paper, which mentioned self-
motions of SG platforms was written by HUSTY AND ZSOMBOR-MURRAY [24] in 1994. The
reported self-motion was a Schönflies motion. Beside this self-motion, a two-parametric line-
symmetric self-motion was given in ZSOMBOR-MURRAY ET AL. [25] (see also KRAMES [26]).
Moreover, HUSTY AND KARGER [27] proved that the list of Schönflies Borel Bricard motions,
given by BOREL [3], is complete. The classification of all self-motions of the original SG
platform was done by KARGER AND HUSTY [28]. Based on this study KARGER [29, 30]
presented a method for designing planar SG platforms with self-motions of the type e0 = 0.

In a recent publication [31] the author showed that self-motions of general planar SG platforms
can be classified into two so-called Darboux Mannheim (DM) types (type I and type II).2 Based
on this result, we present a surprising simple geometric method on how non-architecturally
singular SG platforms with one-parametric self-motions of type II DM can be constructed from
flexible octahedra of type 1.

Acknowledgments. This research is supported by Grant No. I 408-N13 of the Austrian Science Fund
FWF within the project “Flexible polyhedra and frameworks in different spaces”, an international coop-
eration between FWF and RFBR, the Russian Foundation for Basic Research.

1It is already known that manipulators, which are singular in every possible configuration, possess self-motions
in each pose. These manipulators are so-called architecturally singular SG platforms (cf. MA AND ANGELES [16])
and they are well studied (see KARGER [17], NAWRATIL [18], RÖSCHEL AND MICK [19] and WOHLHART [20]
for the planar case and HUSTY AND KARGER [21], KARGER [22] and NAWRATIL [23] for the non-planar case).
Therefore, we are only interested in the computation of self-motions of non-architecturally singular SG platforms.

2Moreover in [31] we presented a way on how the set of equations yielding a type II DM self-motion can be
computed explicitly. Based on these equations, which are of great simplicity seen in the context of self-motions,
we were already able to compute first results for this class of self-motions (cf. [32]).
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[1a] Bricard octahedra

An octahedron is called flexible if
its spatial shape can be changed
continuously due to changes of its
dihedral angles only, i.e. every face
remains congruent to itself during
the flex.

All flexible octahedra in the Euclide-
an 3-space E3, where no two faces
coincide permanently during the flex,
were firstly determined by Bricard [7].

There are 3 types of these so-called
Bricard octahedra:

Bricard octahedra of type I

All three pairs of opposite vertices are
symmetric with respect to a line.

Austrian Robotics Workshop, May 23 – 24 2011, Hall in Tyrol, Austria 2

[1a] Bricard octahedra

Bricard octahedra of type II

Two pairs of opposite vertices are
symmetric with respect to a plane
through the remaining two vertices.

Bricard octahedra of type III

These octahedra possess two flat poses
and can be constructed as follows [8]:
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[1b] Stewart Gough Platform

The geometry of a planar SGP is given

by the six base anchor points Mi with

Mi := (Ai, Bi, 0)T in the fixed space Σ0,

and by the six platform points mi with

mi := (ai, bi, 0)T in the moving space Σ.

Mi and mi are connected with a SPS leg.

Theorem [A]
A SGP is singular (infinitesimal flexible) if
and only if the carrier lines of the six SPS
legs belong to a linear line complex.

Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0

ΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣ

MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMi

mimimimimimimimimimimimimimimimimi
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[1c] Self-motions and the Borel Bricard problem

If all P-joints are locked, a SGP is in
general rigid. But, in some special cases the
manipulator can perform an n-parametric
motion (n > 0), which is called self-motion.

Note that in each pose of the self-motion,
the SGP has to be singular. Moreover, all
self-motions of SGPs are solutions to the
famous Borel Bricard problem [3–6].

Borel Bricard problem (still unsolved)
Determine and study all displacements of a
rigid body in which distinct points of the
body move on spherical paths.

Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0

ΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣ

MiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMiMi

mimimimimimimimimimimimimimimimimi
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[1d] Architecturally singular SGPs

Manipulators which are singular in every possible configuration, are called architec-
turally singular [16].

Architecturally singular SGPs are well studied:

� For the planar case see [17–20],

� For the non-planar case see [21–23].

It is well known, that architecturally singular
SGPs possess self-motions in each pose.

Therefore we are only interested in self-
motions of non-architecturally singular SGPs.

Austrian Robotics Workshop, May 23 – 24 2011, Hall in Tyrol, Austria 6

[2] Parallel manipulators of TSSM type

A TSSM consists of a platform Σ, which is connected via three SPR legs with the
base Σ0, where the axes ri of the R-joints are coplanar.

In the following we give a complete classifi-
cation of non-architecturally singular TSSM
designs with self-motions. For this, we distin-
guish four subcases of TSSMs:

[a] TSSM with intersecting axes

[b] TSSM with copunctal axes

[c] TSSM with 2 coinciding axes

[d] TSSM with 2 parallel axes

ΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣ

Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0

r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1 r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3

r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2
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[2a] TSSMs with intersecting axes

As we can replace each SPR leg li by two SPS legs pi and qi, the determination of
TSSM self-motions can be traced back to those of planar 6-3 SGP.

Moreover, by applying Δ-transforms [B]
the planar 6-3 SGP can be transformed
into an octahedral manipulator.

Therefore TSSMs with self-motions
correspond to the three types of Bricard
octahedra, if we assume that no two
faces coincide permanently during the
flex.

l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2l2
p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2p2 q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2q2

r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2
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[2a] TSSMs with intersecting axes

Without this assumption we get two more types of self-motions [C], which are also
known as butterfly motion and spherical four-bar motion [D].

Butterfly motion Spherical four-bar motion

Austrian Robotics Workshop, May 23 – 24 2011, Hall in Tyrol, Austria 9
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[2b] TSSMs with 3 parallel axes

In this case the problem reduces to a planar one, as these manipulators possess
a cylindrical singularity surface [E]. The self-motions correspond to those of the
planar 3-dof RPR manipulator with three collinear base anchor points:

Circular translation

M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1 M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2M2 M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3

m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1 m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2 m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3m3

Pure rotation 1

M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3 M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3

m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1 m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2

Pure rotation 2

M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1 M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3 M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3

m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2
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[2b] TSSMs with copunctal axes

In this case the problem reduces to a spherical
one. The self-motions correspond to those of
the spherical 3-dof RPR manipulator with three
collinear base anchor points:

Pure rotation 1

M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3M1, M2, m3

M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3

m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1m1 m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2

Pure rotation 2

M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1

M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3M2, m1, m3

M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3M3

m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2m2

r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1 r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3
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[2c] TSSMs with 2 coinciding axes

If we disconnect the third leg from the
platform, the point P3 describes a so-called
fourth order cyclide of revolution Φ.

This surface is generated by the rotation of
the circle R about r := r1 = r2.

Now there exists a self-motion if the circle
L (or a segment of it) is located on Φ.

Therefore the problem reduces to the
determination of all circle sections on Φ.

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3P3

r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL

ggggggggggggggggg
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[2c] TSSMs with 2 coinciding axes

Case A) If g and r are parallel, then Φ is a part of a plane. If they intersect,
then Φ is a part of a sphere. In these cases the determination of circles is trivial.
Self-motions correspond to planar resp. spherical four-bar motions.

Case B) g and r are skew and R lies in a
meridian plane: Φ is a torus, which carries
meridian circles and R-circles.

In the case of a ring torus we get two more
sets generated by the Villarceau circles.

As non of the circle axes intersect r, we only
get a rotational self-motion for P3 ∈ r.

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ
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[2c] TSSMs with 2 coinciding axes

Case C) g and r are skew and R is not located in a meridian plane: If we reflect
R on a meridian plane we get R.

Φ has at least three sets of circles
(meridian circles, R-circles, R-circles).

Only in the case where R and r have no
point in common, there exist two further
sets, which can be constructed similarly
to the Villarceau circles [F].

As non of the circle axes intersect r,
we only get a rotational self-motion for
P3 ∈ r.

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ
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[2d] TSSMs with 2 parallel axes

Similar considerations as in item [2a] yield that self-motions of these TSSMs
correspond with flexible octahedra where one vertex is an ideal point (assumed that
no two faces coincide permanently during the flex).

We determined all flexible octahedra with
one vertex at infinity in [14]:

� Flexible octahedra of type II, where one
vertex located in the plane of symmetry is
an ideal point.

� Flexible octahedra of type III, with one
vertex at infinity. Construction is similar
to the type III Bricard octahedron [8].

Austrian Robotics Workshop, May 23 – 24 2011, Hall in Tyrol, Austria 15
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[2d] TSSMs with 2 parallel axes

It is not obvious that these flexible octahedra are the only ones where one vertex
is an ideal point, as there could even exist flexible octahedra, which do not have
flexible counterparts with six finite vertices [15].

For the special case of coinciding faces during the flex, we get again the butterfly

motion and the spherical four-bar motion.

Austrian Robotics Workshop, May 23 – 24 2011, Hall in Tyrol, Austria 16

[2] Self-motions of TSSMs

Recapitulation
Self-motions of TSSMs can only be:

� circular translations,

� pure rotations,

� planar four-bar motions,

� spherical four-bar motions,

� self-motions of Bricard octahedra,

� self-motions of flexible octahedra

with one vertex at infinity.

ΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣ

Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0Σ0

r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1 r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3r3

r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2r2
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[3] Review on SGPs with self-motions

Beside the presented self-motions, only a few more are known:

• Husty and Zsombor-Murray [24]: SGP with Schönflies self-motion

• Zsombor-Murray et al. [25]: SGP with 2-parametric line-symmetric self-motion
(see also Krames [26])

• Husty and Karger [27] proved that the list of Schönflies Borel Bricard motions
given by Borel [3] is complete

• Karger and Husty [28]: Self-motions of the original SGP

• Karger [29,30] presented a method for designing planar SGPs with self-motions
of the type e0 = 0, where e0 denotes an Euler parameter

Austrian Robotics Workshop, May 23 – 24 2011, Hall in Tyrol, Austria 18

[3a] Redundant SGPs

According to Husty [1], the “sphere constraint” that mi is located on a sphere with
center Mi and radius Ri can be expressed by a homogeneous quadratic equation
Λi in the Study parameters (e0 : e1 : e2 : e3 : f0 : f1 : f2 : f3).

Therefore the direct kinematic problem corresponds to the solution of the system
Λ1, . . . ,Λ6,Ψ where Ψ :

∑3

i=0
eifi = 0 is the equation of the Study quadric.

If a planar SGP is not architecturally singular, then at least a one-parametric set of
legs λ1Λ1 + . . .+λ6Λ6 can be added without changing the direct kinematics [G,H].

As the solvability condition of the underlying linear system of equations (Eq. (30)
of [H]) is equivalent with the criterion given in Eq. (12) of [I], also the singularity
surface of the SGP does not change by adding legs of this one-parametric set.

Austrian Robotics Workshop, May 23 – 24 2011, Hall in Tyrol, Austria 19
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[3a] Redundant SGPs

Moreover, it was shown [G,H] that in general the base anchor points Mi as well as
the corresponding platform anchor points mi are located on planar cubic curves C
and c, which can also split up.

U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2U2

U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3U3

U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1

u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3u3

u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2u2 u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1

Cubic C of the octahedral SGP

U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4U4

U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6

U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5U5

u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6

u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4u4

u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5u5

Cubic c of the octahedral SGP
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[3b] Darboux and Mannheim motion

The Darboux constraint that ui moves
in a plane ∈ Σ0 orthogonal to the
direction of the ideal point Ui is a
homogeneous quadratic equation Ωi

in the Study parameters (i = 1, 2, 3).

U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1U1

u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1u1

The Mannheim constraint that a plane
of Σ orthogonal to uj slides through
the point Uj ∈ Σ0 is a homogeneous
quadratic equation Πj in the Study
parameters (j = 4, 5, 6).

U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6U6

u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6u6
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[3c] Self-motions implied by Bricard octahedra I

As the points Ui and ui are corresponding points of the cubics C and c we get:

Ωi =

6∑

k=1

λi,kΛk and Πj =

6∑

k=1

λj,kΛk for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 4, 5, 6.

It can easily be seen [31], that the system Ω1,Ω2, Ω3, Π4, Π5,Π6 is redundant
=⇒ manipulator u1, . . . , U6 is architecturally singular.

Moreover, if the underlying SGP is a Bricard octahedron of type I, then u1, . . . ,U6

has even a two-parametric self-motion (type II DM self-motion [31,32]).

By adding an arbitrary leg Λ to Ω1, Ω2,Ω3, Π4,Π5 we get an one-parametric
self-motion. Further legs are determined by:

λΛ +
3∑

i=1

νiΩi +
5∑

j=4

μjΠj.
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[3c] Example
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Remark
Note that all self-motions implied by Bricard octahedra of type I are line-symmetric
motions. Moreover these self-motions can even be parametrized [31].
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Introduction: There is a large amount of work in robotics that addresses hand-eye coordi-
nation ([1], [2]) and vision-based calculation of objects and of grasping pose, but autonomous
grasping on Nao poses particular problems: We face rather limited on-board processing power,
inherent inaccuracies in repositioning due to the building quality of the robot, reduced stiffness
of joints in case of continuous operation, a quite limited grasping ability of Nao’s hands with
their pincer-shaped three fingers, as well as severe self-occlusion when the hand approaches the
object in its final grasping position (the robot’s camera will mostly see the back of the hand
with self-occlusion of the fingers and severe occlusion of the object). Therefore, we propose a
solution to autonomous vision-based grasping of objects from a table that consists of:

• computationally slim algorithms,

• estimation of the spatial orientation of the table surface,

• projection of the thumb onto this surface (→ virtual thumb),

• control of the arm motion according to the position of this virtual thumb.

(a) The virtual thumb (b) Nao’s view (c) 74% successful grasps

Figure 1: Our solution to the grasping of a colored foam cube by Nao. Sitting behind a “table”,
the table normal vector is estimated relative to Nao’s feet position. (a) shows a cyan plane that
visualizes, in which plane the positioning of Nao’s arm is done. The virtual thumb (orange dot)
is calculated as the projection of Nao’s thumb (green) onto the table plane. (b) shows an image
of Nao’s bottom camera augmented by this virtual point (orange dot) and the normal vector of
the table plane (orange line). (c) shows the result of our grasping experiment. Green areas show
successful grasps, red ones failure cases. Yellow indicates occasional failure. The highlighted
area marks the field of view of Nao’s bottom camera.

The major algorithmic components of our approach are outlined in the paragraphs below.
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Parallel planes recovered from joint sensor readings: We require an estimation of the table
plane orientation in 3D space. To achieve this, we assume that the table plane is parallel to the
ground plane, which can be measured by the 3D orientation of Nao’s feet. The Nao framework
delivers transformation matrices relative to a given reference coordinate system [3]. Define TRT
as the homogeneous transformation of the torso reference coordinate system to the right foot.
According to our assumption, the table plane has an offset in z-direction (i.e. the table’s height)
relative to the right foot coordinate system, given by TRT . In our experimental verification we
measure an average deviation angle between the normal vectors of the ground plane ~ngr and the
calculated table plane ~ntb by actuating Nao’s arm in a plane that should be parallel to the table
plane (cyan plane in fig. 1(a)) and measuring the variation in the actual distance between hand
and table surface. The deviation angle is then calculated as ∠(~ngr, ~ntb) = 4.8◦ ± 1.6◦.

Projecting the thumb onto the surface of the table: With the help of transformation ma-
trices, provided by Nao’s framework, and the knowledge of the spatial orientation of the table
plane ~ntb, it is now possible to project the finger tip of Nao’s thumb onto the table plane. A
first series of experiments showed us that the position of the thumb is essential for a successful
grasp. Based on this observation, we design a control mechanism to move the virtual thumb
to a desired goal position relative to the object. To calculate the desired goal position, a blob
detection algorithm [4] is used, which provides a bounding box around the foam cube. The
desired goal position is calculated as the center of the bottom line of this bounding box, adding
an offset that depends on the arm pose. Please note, that all these calculations are performed
in 2D image coordinates (Nao’s view of the scene, see fig. 1(b)). To control the arm motion, a
visual servoing method is used.

Visual servo control: With the help of visual servo control, we want to control the hand of
Nao such that the grasping of the foam cube is accomplished. Denote ~s ∈ R2 as the point feature
of the virtual thumb and ~s∗ ∈ R2 as the desired feature, at which a grasping is possible (in image
coordinates of Nao’s view). ~e(t) = ~s− ~s∗ is the error function that should be minimized. In [1]
the control law ~vh = −λ L +

e ~e is proposed, where ~vh is the hand velocity, λ is a gain factor and
L +

e is the so called “interaction matrix”. According to [2], there are several ways to estimate
L +

e . In our approach, we use a constant interaction matrix, estimated by a few exploratory
movements, observing the changes of ~s . According to [5], this is an eligible assumption for
small work spaces.

Summary and Conclusion: Hand-eye coordination and autonomous grasping are well-re-
searched fields. However, we face a number of practical limitations and problems due to Nao’s
building quality, kinematics and pincer-shaped hands. The monocular vision system forces us to
search for a solution that works based on measurements in 2D image space. To our knowledge,
this is the first implementation of autonomous grasping on Nao. In our experimental validation
(see fig. 1(c)), we manually placed a blue foam cube at various postions on the table. In 50
experiments, we achieved 37 successful grasps (74%). Most of the failures occured in the red
area close to Nao’s body and are due to the restricted freedom of motion of Nao’s hand.
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 
 
ForBot is a powerful scalable robotics platform for custom developments and 
applications. The innovative and ideal for daily use robot is used in scientific 
research and military projects (robotics/reconnaissance) as platform and multi-
equipment carrier.  
 

 
    

Fig.  Fig.  Fig.  Fig.  1111: ForBot platform: ForBot platform: ForBot platform: ForBot platform    

 

Figure 1 shows the standard size of the ForBot. This model has a net weight of 20 
kg, is 60 cm by 50 cm wide and 20 cm high. It can carry additional loads up to 30 
kg. There are downscaled models right to the size of an A4 paper sheet. 
 
All models have an all-wheel drive with three synchronously driven wheels per side. 
The wheels are chain coupled and mechanically powered by one high efficiency, high 
power motor on each side (Fig. 2). By this the drive is very efficient and robust. The 
wheel suspension is rigid like in a tractor. The traction and maneuverability is 
similar to tracked vehicle, but has the advantages of wheeled vehicles like higher 
speed and better efficiency. All this improves the all-terrain skills of the ForBot. 
 

 
    

Fig.  Fig.  Fig.  Fig.  2222: Chain: Chain: Chain: Chain----coupled allcoupled allcoupled allcoupled all----wheel drivewheel drivewheel drivewheel drive    
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The control electronics oft he ForBot consists of a WiFi-Router, an Elmo motor-
controller and either an Ethernet to RS232 Bridge or an NI Compact Rio. The 
Compact Rio handles the processing and timing of control commands. There is 
currently an open standard API under development. The modularity of Compact Rio 
allows the attachment of multiple additional sensors and periphery like gyroscope, 
multi-axial camera, ultrasound sensors, compass, etc. These can be interpreted 
within the Compact Rio and may lead to partial autonomy. Figure 3 shows a ForBot 
model with 2-axis camera head. 
 

 
Fig.  Fig.  Fig.  Fig.  3333: ForBot with 2: ForBot with 2: ForBot with 2: ForBot with 2----axis camera headaxis camera headaxis camera headaxis camera head    

A lot more possible extensions can be mounted on top of the ForBot, so there is 
plenty of room for custom ideas and experiments. The upper hull of the ForBot 
which is now 3 cm high can be replaced by a bigger one to give more space inside 
the robot for custom electronics. 
 
The ForBot can be controlled via a Java or LabVIEW 
Application or via an iDevice, like iPhone or iPod touch. 
The Forbot can be controlled by simple finger 
movements. The finger has just to be dragged in the 
direction the ForBot should move to. The iPhone version 
allows to control the movements of the ForBot and its 
camera head, while it can read from multiple sensors 
that will be displayed on a second page. The iPad 
version will allow to display the control section, the 
sensors and the camera view at once. 
 
The open design of the control electronics, the open 
command API, the flexibility of the construction, that 
allows custom extensions and application for experiments 
and the scalability down to the size of DIN A4 
characterize the ForBot. Additionally the ForBot 
platform is not limited to indoor use but has 
extraordinary all-terrain skills. The ForBot delivers an 
ideal basis as a robust robotics research and development 
platform in schools and universities.  

Fig.  Fig.  Fig.  Fig.  4444: iP: iP: iP: iPhone Control Apphone Control Apphone Control Apphone Control App    
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The FORBOT
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The FORBOT

•6�wheels�for�all�terrain�use
•One�motor�on�each�side
•Aluminum�Case
•Customisable�with:
� Pan�Tilt�Head
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� Customer�specific�sensors

The FORBOT - Control

•Wifi�Router
•Compact�Rio
•Or�Ethernet�– RS232�Converter
•Control�Devices:
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� Joystick
� iPod�touch
� iPhone
� iPad
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The FORBOT – iPhone Control

•Intuitive�User�Interface

•Robot�follows�finger�movements

•Information�on�robot�status�
displayed

•On�iPad�live�camera�image
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1 Introduction

Nowadays most robots, like that used in the automobile sector, are fixed to a physical
location. But in the last years the usage of mobile robots increased. Robots which are
capable of moving around can be used in a lot of different locations. If more than one robot
is used simultaneously a main task is to let them act coordinated. Coordinated behavior
depends on time synchronization and some sort of consensus between the devices. Mobile
computing devices communicate through wireless ad hoc networks. The increasing use
of such devices showed that common consensus and time synchronization algorithms are
improper for this sort of environments. These algorithms are focused on node failures and
assume reliable links which is not realistic in wireless networks. If an expected message
from a node is not received is not possible to examine if there was a link failure or a
node failure. So new solutions had to be developed to handle link failures but all of them
concentrate either on consensus or time synchronization.

2 Contribution

The approach proposed in this paper shows that the combination of an existing consensus
and an existing time synchronization algorithm creates an all-in-one approach.
The used consensus algorithm [1] is based on the Heard-Of (HO) model [2] which is able
to handle benign faults. The algorithm is not able to handle byzantine faults which is
acceptable as long as it is not used in safety critical environments. The communication
between robots is organized in phases where as every phase consists of four rounds. At
the start of each phase a coordinator is elected. After that the other nodes send their
proposals of the sensor values to the coordinator. A phase is only valid if more than the
half of the nodes is sending their proposals and acknowledgments to the coordinator. If
this case does not take place no decision is made. So the algorithm assumes that, even
in networks with a high package loss, there are from time to time good phases in which
decisions can be made. The consensus algorithm can handle link failures and node failures
but is not able to examine when a sensor value has been measured. If a message arrives
in the correct phase this only means that the message has been sent at a valid time but is
no indication if a sensor value has been measured at a valid time. For this reason a time
synchronization algorithm has to be used.
A time synchronization algorithm which periodically synchronizes all mobile robots is not
well suited for wireless ad hoc networks. Such algorithms depend on reliable links with a
maximum message delay which is not realistic for this sort of environments. Logical clock
synchronization would be able to handle such an unreliable communication but can not
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be used to determine the time difference between sensor values. The time synchronization
algorithm [3] used in this paper uses a real time clock but does not synchronize the clocks
of the mobile robots. Despite the sensor values which are sent between the robots contain
the time difference between the measurement time and the time when the value is sent.
This time difference is used to compute the time of the received measurement according
to the local clock of the receiving robots. Furthermore a second time value is needed
to estimate the message delay of the exchanged messages. This value contains the time
difference between the last two times when a message has been sent. The receiver also
saves the time when the last message has been received. The difference between the two
time intervals is used to calculate a lower and upper bound for the message delay. The
message delay can not be calculated exactly but the time difference between the lower and
upper bounds should be small enough to get adequate results in the range of milliseconds.
The two time values which are needed for the time synchronization can be send within the
message struct of the consensus algorithm and don’t need a separate message exchange.
So the overhead created through the time synchronization is very small.
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1 Introduction

During the last decade, mobile robotics evolved to an interesting academic and commercial
area inside the mechatronics field. Objects of research and market ready products range
from toys up to autonomously driven cars. Looking at the computer and software side,
toys are either remote controlled, have a set of fixed behaviours, or can be programmed
by a simple graphical environment. Professional systems with extensive computing func-
tionality are mostly based on PC hardware programmed in a C-like language.

Between these two worlds there is a gap: small size robots are becoming more and more
interesting and are leaving kid’s rooms. Well-known consumer products of this kind
are autonomous vacuum cleaners, lawn-mowers or golf caddies. These devices are mostly
driven by powerful microcontrollers which are mostly programed in C, since until recently,
there was no professional and commonly accepted graphical programming environment
for microcontrollers. This difficulty changed with the launch of the LabVIEW Embedded
Module for ARM controllers which enables graphical microcontroller programming.

However, the problem remains to find an adequate off-the-shelf microcontroller board for
mobile robots. This board should have, of course, an ARM controller as well as the most
often required robot I/Os, like analog and digital input ports, digital output, several DC
motor controllers, servo motor controllers and one or more bus systems, like I2C, SPI,
CAN, USB, etc. Since we did not find a suitable controller board in the market, we decided
to develop a new one with full mechanical and electronic compatibilty to the well-known
qfix controller boards. In this work, we describe 1) the development goals for this new
robot controller board, 2) the integration with LabView and 3) first investigations of the
complete system.

Figure 1: ARM-Board connected to qfix robot
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2 ARM-Board with LabVIEW support

Developing the new robot controller board, we had the following goals in mind:

• The main controller should be a ARM Cortex M3 microcontroller to be fully com-
patible with LabVIEW for embedded controllers.

• The board should be mechanically compatible to the qfix MiniBoard which shows
a footprint of 78x38 mm and bore holes for M3 screws in either corner. The qfix
style of motor and sensor connectors should be used.

• The board should also be electrically compatible to the qfix boards. Thus, the input
voltage range should be 7 up to about 18 volts, analog and digital inputs work with
5 volts level, two motor controllers with full H-bridges for DC motors exits, a serial
(or servo-) connector and a bus system is supported.

The result of some weeks of development at Schmid Engineering labs is the first proto-
typical qfix ARM-Board. Connected to a robot chassis (mechanically and electronically)
the controller board integrates itself on the ”Crash-Bobby” platform like the original qfix
MiniBoard (see Figure 1).

3 Experiments

With the new controller board we performed a series of experiments, like line following,
obstacle avoidance, soccer playing and robot arm control. We pick out line following as
an example, where the robot follows a black line of sticky tape on the table by using a
single IR reflection sensor facing to the ground.

Figure 2: LabVIEW program for line following behaviour

The program firstly determines the threashold value and then implements a two-level
controller deciding to perform a left curve or a right curve by setting the two motor
controllers’ PWMs accordingly.

4 Conclusion

We developed a new controller board for small and inexpensive mobile robots which is
compatible to the qfix system and integrates an ARM controller supported by LabVIEW.
We performed typical tasks for small robots on both differential drive and omnidirectional
robot platforms as well as a robot arm. We found that the system is easy to apply,
powerful and reliable - thus a perfect tool for rapid prototyping of robotics and none-
robotics applications.
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1 Introduction

The goal of every sports trainer is to provide the optimal training for each athlete. Accord-
ingly, the trainer has to know the perfect movement, the challenges which come along with
complex movements, and the differences between skill levels. However, a human trainer is
limited. First, a human cannot hold the same level of attention and concentration over a
longer period of time. Second, a trainer is not able to observe all important physiological
and biomechanical variables characterizing the movement, neither at the same time nor
at high precision. Third, a trainer cannot provide augmented concurrent feedback (= ex-
trinsic feedback during the movement in real-time) which has been found to be beneficial
to enhance motor learning in complex motor tasks [1, 2].

To overcome the limits of a human trainer, we introduce a virtual trainer concept for
robot-assisted human motor learning: the M3-trainer. The M3-trainer is intended to
provide concurrent feedback in three modalities and to adapt to the individual perception
of the human athlete. As a first application, the M3-trainer will be tested on a high fidelity
rowing simulator in a CAVE (Cave Augmented Virtual Environment) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

In this abstract, we present the basic principles applied by the M3-trainer to classify human
movement errors in order to be able to select adequate feedback strategies for human
motor learning. Concerning the feedback strategies, we focus on user-cooperative haptic
feedback applied by a tendon-based parallel robot connected to the rowing simulator’s
outer oar end [3, 6, 7].

2 The M3-trainer can classify movement errors

A human trainer compares the actually observed movement of an athlete with a perfect
reference movement. This reference movement is the trainer’s gold standard which has
been learnt through training and observation over years. Furthermore, the trainer has
learnt to focus on main aspects in a movement which provide relevant information about
the movement errors and performance. Similarly, the M3-trainer compares the actually
measured data with reference data obtained from measurements on professional rowers
(Fig. 1). To compare actual and reference data, we have developed an algorithm for
online data analysis. The M3-trainer uses this algorithm for online data analysis to classify
errors of the actual rowing cycle in real-time. Therefore, the algorithm normalizes the
measured data of a rowing cycle to reduce influences of speed and the athlete’s anatomy.
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In a further step, all variables of a rowing cycle are transformed into Fourier space by
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and reduced to a relevant amount of information applying
PCA (Principal Component Analysis). The classification of rowing error types is then
obtained using SVMs (Support Vector Machines). Consequently, the M3-trainer chooses
the feedback modality and strategy. Now, the M3-trainer can provide feedback to the
athlete about the actually recognized error. In future, we also plan to record the subject’s
errors together with the given feedback in order to obtain a subject profile. This subject
profile will help to adapt the feedback modality and strategy to the athlete’s individual
skills and perception.

In contrast to first concepts of automated human motor learning in the field of behavioral
research e.g. [9], the M3-trainer will not only be able to apply visual and auditory feedback
[10], but also haptic feedback [7] on the actual motor performance.

Figure 1: Scheme of the M3-trainer

3 Haptic feedback using user-cooperative control

Depending on the performance of the athlete, the M3-trainer can choose between different
modalities: vision, sound, and haptics. Also within each modality, the M3-trainer can
choose between different feedback strategies. For the haptic modality we have developed
different kinds of user-cooperative control strategies: position control, impedance control
with a moving window, generalized elastic path control (GEPC) [7], zero impedance
control, error augmentation. Each of these user-cooperative control strategies has special
motor learning supportive characteristics. Using position control, the M3-trainer has
the possibility to instruct a movement especially to novices without allowing any errors,
including movement dimensions and timing. Still, making errors has been found to be
a key factor for successful motor learning [11]. Thus, we have developed the GEPC
which provides a haptic tunnel with elastic walls using conservative force fields. Due
to user-cooperative controllers such as the GEPC, the athlete can perform a movement
freely in timing but remains spatially restricted within the haptic tunnel. To test the
learning advances of the athlete during catch trials, a zero impedance controller can be
applied which makes the robot transparent for the athlete. Finally, we have derived a
control method from the GEPC that can even disturb the athlete during training: error
amplification. Error amplification forces the athletes to increase their robustness against
external disturbances by muscle co-contraction.

All presented user-cooperative control strategies and also the movement error classification
have been successfully tested in recent studies. Now, the basic components of the M3-
trainer are ready to be tested together during training of human athletes.
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Analyse Movement Errors in AthletesAnalyse Movement Errors in Athletes

3

Measurement of Movement VariablesMeasurement of Movement Variables

4
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Real-Time Error IdentificationReal-Time Error Identification

� Error
Identification

� Feedback
Adaption

5

Robot 

Virtual Trainer

6

Poster DiscussionPoster Discussion
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Thank you.Thank you.
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Temporal and Continuous Planning

Andrew Coles
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1 Abstract

In many important situations, giving consideration to the time and resource impact of
planning decisions, and how actions continuously interact, is essential to allow useful
plans to be produced. For instance, if a plan is to be executed by an agent with limited
rechargeable battery capacity, and with continuous variation in the availability of solar
power, then this must be captured within the planning model used.

In this talk, I will be exploring the advances made in temporal and numeric planning over
the past decade, considering both the representation used — PDDL, the Planning Domain
Definition Language — and practical approaches for solving such planning problems. I
will first focus on temporal–numeric planning where actions affect the world only at the
start and end of their execution; a useful subset of PDDL which has received significant
research attention, and for which many planning approaches are available. Then, building
on this, I will discuss the extension to continuous numeric effects — where actions can
affect resource levels throughout their execution — and how such planning problems can
be solved.
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Temporal and Continuous 
Planning

Dr Andrew Coles
Some slides courtesy of Maria Fox and Derek Long

University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK
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Overview
•What is Planning?
•Classical Planning
–The Scanalyzer Domain, PDDL
–Relaxation and the RPG Heuristic
–Knowledge-Intensive Planning

•Temporal Planning
–PDDL 2.1, Using an STP
–Search-and-Rescue Planning

•Continuous Planning
–Continuous planning models (PDDL2.1, PDDL+)
–Solution strategies
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What is Planning - Assumptions
– Assume the world can be described as aa set of 
states.

– Assume that things cause transitions between 
these states – these things include (controllable) 
actions, but could also include events and processes.

– Assume that an initial state is (partly) known.
– Assume that the causal relationship between 
transitions and states is sufficiently predictable 
that there is a point in considering how to use the 
controllable actions to direct the transitions of the 
world.

What is Planning:

What is a Plan?
•A rrecipe for success:
–Perform a controllableaction; or,

–Allow time to pass.

•Classical planning: a plan to get to a desirable state that 
satisfies some goals,then stop.

•Could also be to satisfy LTL formulæ.

•Optimisation: reward/punish visiting certain states or 
applying certain actions.
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What is Planning:

What can an executive do?
•Simple executives dispatch actions based only on time:
–Wall clock time (actions must be ttimestamped)

–Sequenced (actions need only be ordered)

•More complex executives could dispatch actions based on 
sensed states and an internal state

•So, plans must map from the state of the executive and the 
sensed state of the world to actions (including wait)

What is Planning:

States with Structure
•Typically, discrete state sets are large, so are represented 
using aassignments to a vector of finite-domain 
variables

•For example, consider a world in which vehicles perform a 
search over a square grid
–A vehicle occupies a square of the grid and faces north, 
south, east or west

–A vehicle can move forward, left or right, completing its 
move facing the direction it moved in

–A vehicle can search a square it occupies
–A state characterises the positions of the vehicles, their 
facings and the status of the squares (searched or unsearched)
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What is Planning:

States with Structure - Example

Searched

Unsearched

Search

N

W E

S

Move

Say 12x12 grid, 4 vehicles: 2144 x 44 x 1444 = 2.5x10 54 states

Classical Planning
•Classical planning: 
–only ffinite-domain variables and only 
deterministic transitions

–Initial state is fully observable; goal is to satisfy a 
partial assignment to state variables
•Specifies a set of alternative destination states

–Plan quality is measured by the sum of action costs.

•A plan can be specified as a sequence of actions:
–Determinism means we can be sure that only the states 
on the path from the initial state to the selected 
goal state are ever visited.

•Typically hard to find a feasible solution, so 
optimising is a secondary objective.
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Classical Action Representation
•Actions have ppreconditions and effects
•A precondition is a formula that must be 
satisfied to apply the action;
–Often a simple conjunction of propositions 
(STRIPS planning).

•Effects dictate which facts are deleted and 
which facts are added:
–Actions update the value of one or more state 
variables (change one or more FSM positions)

Example: The Scanalyzer Domain
“TThe Scanalyzer Domain: Greenhouse Logistics as a 
Planning Problem”, Helmert and Lasinger, ICAPS 2010

Imaging 
area

Conveyor      
Belt Segments

Batches 
of 
Plants
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Scanalyzer Actions in PDDL (i)
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Swap               
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Action has cost 1
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Scanalyzer Actions in PDDL (ii)
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In example: only the 
A–F conveyor goes 
through the imaging 
area

Mark batch as being 
analyzed
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Scanalyzer: Initial State
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Scanalyzer: Goal Formula
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Initial Positions

Prefer plans with lower costs:                                    
�
������ costs 1, �
�������������%&� costs 3.
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Classical Planners
•Current best solutions based on fforwards 
heuristicsearch:
–Start from the initial state;

–Transition by applying actions.

•Heuristics based on relaxations.

A0

I S1

A1

S2

A2

S3

An-1

Sn

G�⊆�Sn

Relaxation
•Take a constraint problem and rremove some 
constraints, making it ‘easier’
–A common technique in many areas of AI
•e.g. MIP-to-LP; second order cone programming

•A relaxed problem, if solved optimally, 
provides a lower bound on the cost of 
solving the problem
–Removing constraints leads to optimism

•Even if it cannot be solved optimally, can still 
provide search guidance.
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Ignoring Delete Effects
•The relaxation leading to many modern heuristics: 
ignore ddeleteeffects.
–Classical planning is PSPACE hard (though most 
benchmarks are NP-hard);

–Non-optimal planning with no delete effects is in P 
(though solving optimally is still NP-hard).

•From a state, the cost of a relaxed plan to the goal is 
an estimate of the goal distance.

•Heuristics find admissible/inadmissible estimates of 
the relaxed plan cost.

•(Other relaxations are possible.)

The Relaxed Planning Graph

•The Relaxed Planning Graph (RPG) is made of 
alternate ffact layers and action layers.

•Fact layer f(n) is used to determine which actions can 
appear in action layer a(n+1)
–Those whose preconditions are satisfied in f(n)

•f(n+1) = f(n), plus all the add effects of the actions in 
a(n+1).

•Hence, fact layers get bigger and bigger as more 
actions become applicable.

•The first fact layer, f(0), is a state S.

FF (Jörg Hoffmann and Bernhard Nebel, JAIR 14, 2001)
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Building a Simple RPG
(at truck A)         (at package B)

(move truck A B)

(at truck A)    (at truck B)    (at package B)

(move truck A B)   (move truck B A)   (load package truck B)

(at truck A)    (at truck B)    (at package B)   (in package truck)

… (unload package truck A)   (unload package truck B)

… (at package A)

Extracting a Solution
(at truck A)         (at package B)

(move truck A B)

(at truck A)    (at truck B)    (at package B)

(move truck A B)   (move truck B A)   (load package truck B)

(at truck A)    (at truck B)    (at package B)   (in package truck)

… (unload package truck A)   (unload package truck B)

… (at package A)… (at package A)(at package A)

(unload package truck A)

(at truck A) (in package truck)

(at truck A)

(load package truck B)

(at truck B)   (at package B)

(at truck A) (at package B)

(move truck A B)

Heuristic value of S:  3
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Extracting a Solution

•Planning graph gives us ffacts and achievers.
•For a solution: work backwards through the RPG.
•At each fact layer f(n), we have some goals to 
achieve. We start at the layer containing the goals 
of the planning task.
•For each goal at f(n):
–If it was in f(n-1), delay it until then – a no-op;
–Otherwise, chooseanaction from a(n), and addits
preconditions to the goals at f(n-1)

•Stop when at f(0).

Other Domain-Independent Heuristics
Delete relaxations:
• hhmax, hadd (Bonet and Geffner, 2000)
• hpmax (Mirkis and Domshlak, 2007)
• hsa (Keyder and Geffner, 2008)
Critical paths:
• The hm heuristic family (Haslum and Geffner, 2000)
Abstractions:
• Pattern databases (Edelkamp 2001; Haslum, Bonet and Geffner 2005; 
Haslum et al. 2007)

• Merge-and-shrink abstractions (Helmert, Haslum and Hoffmann 
2007)

• Structural patterns (Katz and Domshlak 2008)
Landmarks:
• LAMA’s hLM heuristic (Richter et al. 2008)
• hL and hLA (Karpas and Domshlak, 2009)
• hLM-CUT (Helmert and Domshlak, 2009)
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How Effective is Domain-
Independent Relaxation?
In Scanalyzer, comparing various relaxation-based planners 
(IPC) to a bespoke inadmissible heuristic + A* (DSS):

Alternatives to Heuristic
State-Space Search
•KKnowledge-Intensive Planning
–Planning models that capture advice as well as 
physics

–Traditionally, the most-used form of planning in (real) 
applications.

•Plan-Space Search (LPG, GraphPlan, Partial-Order 
Planning)

•A separate approach to planning has been 
compilation into other solving technologies.
–SAT, CSP, MIP, model-checking.

•None of these approaches is currently competitive 
with the best dedicated planning systems.
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Hierarchical Task Networks
•HHTN Planning: higher-level tasks 
decompose into lower-level tasks; and 
eventually, to actions.

•The decomposition captures domain-
knowledge
–Outlines the space of plans to consider.

Package Logistics

Collect Package Deliver Package Get a Driver

loaddrive….. ….. unload…..

Timeline-Based Space Operations 
Scheduling with External Constraints
Steve Chien, Daniel Tran, Gregg Rabideau, Steve Schaffer, Daniel Mandl, 
Stuart Frye; ICAPS 2010

• Planning for the EO-1 
Earth Observing Satellite;
• HTN planning system 
(R4) running since 2004, 
on the ground and on-
board;
• $1M a year reduction in 
operation costs.

(Will return to this later…)
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Overview
•What is Planning?
•Classical Planning
–The Scanalyzer Domain, PDDL
–Relaxation and the RPG Heuristic
–Knowledge-Intensive Planning

•Temporal Planning
–PDDL 2.1, Using an STP
–Search-and-Rescue Planning

•Continuous Planning
–Continuous planning models (PDDL2.1, PDDL+)
–Solution strategies

Temporal Planning

A

pre

i) PDDL 1 non-temporal actions

eff
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Temporal Planning

pre

eff

ii) TGP temporal actions
Can be solved by ignoring action durations, and 
scheduling afterwards.

A

Temporal Planning

pre

eff

A

iii) PDDL 2.1 temporal actions

eff

pre
pre
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Temporal Planning
•Each action is a ccoupled pair of transitions.

•Current best solutions: couple heuristic search to a Simple 
Temporal Network solver.

–Temporal uncertainty can be approached using controllable and 
uncontrollable temporal transitions (STNUs)

•PSPACE-hard iff the number of copies of the same action 
executing concurrently is bounded; otherwise EXPTIME.

A

The LPGP Action Compilation

AS

pre

effeff

prepre

AI AE

sA

sA sA,iA

iA
�iA, ¬ sA

Also have a durational inequality for A:

Amin ≤ Adur ≤ Amax

Becomes a temporal constraint between AS and AE.
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Temporal Planning States
•Expand the classical state representation to include:
–IInvariants that must be respected;
–Which actions are currently executing.

•Search steps (plan steps) are either:
–Start snap-actions, noting that the action is now 
executing and its invariants must be respected.
–End snap-action, paired with an action currently 
executing, and removing its invariants from the state.

•In a goal state, no actions must be executing.

(�������7���	�7���������	��

�������7$���7������$��������	��

�������7$���7����$��������	��

3�������7���	�7�������	��

lms

mfs1 mfe1

lme

Example – The Match Domain

light_match match1

mend_fuse fuse1 match1

������7���	����� and �����7$����$����� are executing;
invariant ���8�7���������
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Temporal Consistency (i)
•As well as a plan being llogically consistent, it must also be 
temporally consistent. 

•For a subset of problems, we can guarantee this if search steps either:
–Start a new action; or,

–End the next action due to finish.

–SAPA (Do & Kambhampati, JAIR 2001), TFD (Eyerich, Mattmüller and 
Röger, ICAPS 2009), …

•Referred to as ‘Decision Epoch Planning’ (Cushing et al, IJCAI 
2007)

Temporal Consistency (ii)
•In the more general case, we cannot commit to the 
timestamp of an action when it is applied:
–‘‘Temporally Lifted Progressing Planning’ (Cushing et 
al)

•For a plan of start/end actions s0, s1, s2, s3…
–Sequence constraints: t(i+�) must follow t(i):

� ≤ t(i+�)– t(i)

–Duration constraints: if t(i) is AS and t(j) is AE:
Amin ≤ t(j) – t(i) ≤ Amax

•Solving this STP (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl 1991) at every state 
determines the temporal consistency of action choices.
–CRIKEY (Halsey 2003), VHPOP (Younes and Simmons, JAIR, 
2004), CRIKEY3 (Coles et al, AAAI 2008)
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Search and Rescue Planning
Joint work with Derek Long (University of Strathclyde) and Phil 
Rendell (SciSys)

•BAe (formerly British Aerospace) wanted to see 
whether planning technology would ssolve a 
problemforthem, so they came to ask us 
about it.
•A sanitised version of the problem was 
presented, in the form of a simple Search and 
Rescue domain

An interesting problem...
• A grid, some vehicles
• Vehicles can move around and search squares
• Goal is to search everything is quickly as possible
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An encoding
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Complication of vehicle facing

Metric: fuel usage
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Vehicles cannot turn 180 degrees

States with Structure, Revisited

Searched
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Search
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Move

Start effect: ��
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End effect:   �����	����
During execution: ‘search’ variable undefined
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Problem Heritage

•As presented, this is a version of an OOpen 
Vehicle Routing Problem

•However, we can’t be sure that this is exactly 
what BAe wants solved (in fact, we know this 
is a variant of the real problem)
–It is important not to get tied up in solving this 
particular  problem, but assume that we need 
to solve problems somewhat like this

Plan for a Single Vehicle

Dotted line: systematic, forwards-heuristic search + STN   (POPF)
Solid line: plan-space search   (LPG)
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Overview
•What is Planning?
•Classical Planning
–The Scanalyzer Domain, PDDL
–Relaxation and the RPG Heuristic
–Knowledge-Intensive Planning

•Temporal Planning
–PDDL 2.1, Using an STP
–Search-and-Rescue Planning

•Continuous Planning
–Continuous planning models (PDDL2.1, PDDL+)
–Solution strategies

Simple Numeric Planning

•Assumption so far: aall change is discrete.
–Classical planning: when the action is executed
–Temporal planning: at the start or end.

•Can fit numeric planning into this model:
–Numeric preconditions, e.g. (v >= 2)
–Instantaneous numeric change, e.g. v = v - 2

•Is this sufficient?
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When Discrete is ‘Good Enough’
•Consider adding a fuel level to an action moving a 
vehicle:
–Extra start condition: (>= (fuel-level ?v) 0)
–Extra start effect: (decrease (fuel-level ?v) 10)

•Discretisation hides the iintermediate values of 
continuous change: in reality, the fuel level decreases 
continuously.

•If the model does not allow the intermediate value to 
be updated or inspected, this is harmless:
–Here, all move actions require the vehicle to be ��
somewhere; whilst moving, it isn’t �� anywhere.

Concurrent Update/Inspection

•What if two activities execute in parallel, with 
one uupdating the value of a variable and the 
other inspecting its value?
•Example – power availability on a planetary 
rover:
–During sunrise the power level increases;
–Starting/ending an action 
increases/decreases power consumption, 
respectively;
–All day: power level must never be zero.
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Dawn Nightfall

Battery charging

Battery discharging

Solar generation

Demand

State of ChargeMinimum state of charge at nightfall

Planning for Planetary Rovers

State of charge >= 0 at all 
times

Example 2: Cooperating AUVs
on a Science Mission
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Additional Constraints

Planning to Take an Image

Glide Dive Turn

Dive

Turn

Illuminate

Shoot

Illumination 
continuously 
deteriorates

Exposure time 
depends on 
illumination

The picture-taking 
decisions introduce 
continuous 
temporal 
reasoning.
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Do we hhave to use a continuous 
model?
•Alternative - split each action into several 
fragments, planning conservatively, e.g:
–If an action uses power, each uses the energy 
for that fragment straight away;
–If an action produces power, each produces the 
energy for that fragment only at the end.

•Unless we know a small number of fragments 
will suffice, is infeasible:
–massive increase in the plan size; and/or
–overly conservative plans.

Solution Strategies
•Kongming: Mixed Integer Linear Programming 
(MILP) Hui X. Li and Brian C. Williams; ICAPS 2008
•TM-LPSAT: SAT with LP Ji-Ae Shin and Ernest Davis; Artificial 
Intelligence 166, 2005

•CoLin: Forward Search with LP Andrew Coles, Amanda 
Coles, Maria Fox and Derek Long; IJCAI 2009

•UPMurphi: Discretise and validate Giuseppe Della Penna, 
Benedetto Intrigila, Daniele Magazzeni, Igor Melatti, Enrico Tronci; Artificial 
Intelligence, 2008

•R5: Knowledge-Intensive Planning, Scheduling 
Steve Chien, Daniel Tran, Gregg Rabideau, Steve Schaffer, Daniel Mandl, Stuart 
Frye; ICAPS 2010
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Kongming
 Hui X. Li and Brian C. Williams, ICAPS-08

•Solves planning problems with continuous dynamics
•Planning problem is translated into a MIP
•If the MIP has no solution the graph is extended 

(0,0)

descend

glide

ascend

The representation is 
2D to keep it linear 
(avoids quadratic 
Euclidian distance).

AUV example

�$�� �!��*����
$�(�� �!�����
$+���!��� �!����! ���(������
$�''�� ���
$����%�������,�-�./�-��,0�.��1�,�
�

�$�� �!��������
$�(�� �!�����
$+���!��� �!���������(���������2�"��
$�''�� ���
$����%�����#�-�./�-�30��4�-�.��-����
�

�$�� �!���������
$�(�� �!�����
$+���!��� �!���������(���������-��,,��
$�''�� ���
$����%�����#�-�./�-�30�"�-�.��-�5�
�

(0,0)

descend

glide

ascend

Discrete actions: getGPS, 
startRudder, stopRudder

y

x

200

How far the AUV moves in the x direction per time unit
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Flow Tubes

xi_max

xi_min

xd_min

xd_max

x

time

Feasible region after duration d = 
[xd_min,xd_max]

xd_min = xi_min + vx_min * d
xd_max = xi_max + vx_max * d

Flow tube on one variable 

State equations

d

Initial region = [xi_min,xi_max]
Velocity in x direction  = [vx_min,vx_max]

Trajectories

Initial 
region 
of 
feasible 
states

Region corresponding 
to continuous 
precondition of A

Initial region of 
flow-tube 

A

States reachable after A

Region corresponding 
to continuous 
precondition of B

B

Continuous effects are 
described by dynamics of 
continuous actions.

Note that the dynamics are 
faster than the limits suggest 
are possible, but this is a 
legal trajectory
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Constructing a hybrid plan

(x=0,y=0)
GPS = F
Rudder = F

startRudder
getGPS
glide

rudder = T
GPS = t
(x,y) ∈R1

(x=0,y=0)
GPS = F
Rudder = F









descend
stopRudder
glide



















startRudder
getGPS
glide

0,y=0)

startRudder
getGPS

rudder 
GPS = t
(x,y)∈R

(x=0,y=0





getGPS
glide

Mutex (Mutual Exclusion) Constraints:
- Obstacle avoidance: An AUV cannot occupy the space filled by an obstacle
- Competing needs: An AUV cannot be required to be in two different position ranges at once
- Causal conflict: An AUV cannot be put into two different position ranges at once

Choice as binary variables

Problem Representation
•Kongming introduces a PDDL-like syntax for 
modelling dynamic control problems within planning 
problems.

•Is there uncertainty?
•NNo - it is assumed that the control system can 
determine which value in each range to achieve.

•Can we encode this in PDDL2.1?
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More general example

0

2.5

-2.5

A B

���	��
��)

�������
�����

����	
�����
����

��$$�	����

��%����	������9�8:�9���
�

���	��
��,

�������
�����

����	
�����
����(�5�9�8:�9�(�5�
��$$�	����

��%����	������9�8:�9���

�

Initial state: x = 0

x3_max

x3_min
xi_max = xi-1_max + vx_max * d
xi_min = xi-1_min + vx_min * d

x2_max

x2_min
t

PDDL2.1 model
�$�(�� �.�&�� �!��
$�(�� �!�����
$+���!��� �!����
$�''�� ����������������/&%�/�6 ������������/&%���6 ��
�

�$�(�� �.�&�� �!��7
$�(�� �!�����
$+���!��� �!��������� �� �� ��-�/&%�/�,84���

�� �� �� ��2�/&%����,84��
�

$�''�� ������
����������/&%�/��9�6 �����
����������/&%����9�6 ����
�

�

Precondition 
defines a 
sub-range

PDDL2.1 is more powerful than the Dynamics language of Kongming 
because it allows multiple concurrent effects on the same variable to be 
combined.

dx_max/dt = 2

dx_max/dt = 1
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TM-LPSAT
Ji-Ae Shin and Ernest Davis, Artificial Intelligence 166 2005

•TM-LPSAT was the first planner to implement 
PDDL+ semantics.

SAT-based Arithmetic Constraint Solver

DPLL SAT-
solver

LP solver

Triggered linear constraints

Bounds, values, inconsistency info

compiler

decoder

Domain, 
problem, 
horizon

CNF

solution

plan

LPSAT used as the constraint solver

MathSAT04
(Brutomesso, Cimatti, Franzen, 
Griggio and Sebastiani)

Continuous constraints
•For each numeric fluent Q, for each durative action or process 
A that changes Q, for each time-point Ti, the nnet change in 
Q due to A between Ti and Ti+1.

–e.g. for the������ action, �(xmax,glide,Ti, Ti+1) = 2(Ti+1-Ti )

•For each quantity Q, let P1..Pm be the processes active on Q. 
Add the constraint:

–Calculates the net change on Q, by summing all active 
effects.

Γ����������	
�

�����	
������
	
���	�Σ�..��Γ�����������	
�
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• Colin is a fforward state-space search planner;
• Supports:

–Diiscrete and continuous numeric change on state 
variables
•(Discretisation is still sometimes appropriate.)

–duration-dependent effects: discrete effects whose 
outcome depends on the duration of the action
•e.g. a certain amount of resource is produced per unit time, 
but not available until the end of the action.

–Multiple effects on same numeric variable are combined
(as in TM-LPSAT)

• All continuouschangeislinear

CoLin 
A. I. Coles, A. J. Coles, M. Fox and D. Long, IJCAI-09

•Temporal and numeric constraints are captured in a 
LLinear Programme.

•The LP is constructed by tracking the active continuous 
change and combining multiple updates on the same 
variable.

•Contains the STP encoding for temporal plans:
–A variable t(i) for the time of each step i
–Sequence and duration constraints

•Also need to store the values of statevariables:
–v(i), a vector of the value of each variable v at time t(i);
–v’(i), a vector of the value of each variable v immediately 
(epsilon) after t(i).

–Must satisfy actions’ preconditions and invariants.

LP Variables
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LP Constraints for Effects
•For discrete effects on v, v = f(vv), v’(i) = f(v(i))

–e.g. v’(i) = v(i) + 2;  power’(i) = power(i) – weight(i)

•For continuous effects, when building the LP, note �v(i), the 
continuous change on v at step i:

–Initially, �v(0) = 0;

–If step i is the start of an effect dv/dt = m, then                                               
�v(i+1) = �v(i) + m

–If step i is the end of this, �v(i+1) = �v(i) – m

•Finally:
v(i+1) = v’(i) + �v(i+1) x (t(i+1) – t(i))

(Is a constant: continuous change is linear.)

A Linear PDDL Model of the AUV 
Domain
•Drifting is a pprocess:
–We can’t choose whether or not it happens

•Use a variable �������	��$�
����%�
�����8��to track how 
far an AUV has drifted.
–Simplification of 3D drift, though useful (see next slide…)

•Update this in three ways:
–An action drift, that must always be executing: has 
a slow, continuous increase effect.
–At the end of navigate actions: assign the value 0.
–Add an action localise, for an AUV to wriggle back to 
where it’s supposed to be; assign 0 at the end.
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Co-operating and taking an image

•One AUV has a torch; the other a camera.
•Exposure time depends on the light level;
•…but the light level depends on how far the 
AUV with the torch has drifted.
–iinverse square law:  brightness = k/distance²
•Only need straight-line distance, so �������	��
$�
����%�
�����8��is adequate

•How do we appropriately set the duration of 
the take-image action?
•How can we do so linearly?

Exposure Time Needed

One action for 
each linear 
segment

Substantial 
over-estimate
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Example Solution Plan
;�2�������8���������5<
;� 
����=(�(�4

;�/����(��3
(�(((������$����>=(�(�4?

(�((���������7����7������������$�������8����>�(�((4?

(�((������8��������8������=���>5�(((?
5�((3�������7��������8���=�$�����	���������>5�(((?

�(�((������8��������8���3��5���>5�(((?

�(�((4�����8��������8���=������>5�(((?
�5�((3����
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R5
•Planning for space operations: instruments 
have ttemperature limits
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Discrete vs Continuous Here
•Discrete, but conservative model:
–Insist instrument has ccooled back down fully 
before next attempting to use it.

•Continuous model:
–Include instrument warming/cooling in the 
planningmodel;
–Find a plan that keeps this temperature within 
limits;
–Can take multiple scenes in sequence.

Including a Temperature Model
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Value-added?

•In evaluation:
–R4: 91-115 scenes a week;
–R5: 146-187 scenes a week.

•An estimated value of $$1.8M per year for the 
remainder of the EO-1 mission.

Conclusions
•Modern planning systems can reason with a 
models with vvarying degrees of 
sophistication:
–Classical Models;
–Temporal Models;
–Continuous Numeric Models.

•Domain-independent approaches emerging as 
a serious option for application;
•Knowledge-intensive approaches attractive in 
several situations.
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